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BOYS PREPARE TO RUN A COUNTRY 
.GREAT IDEA FOR 

BOYS 
GETTING READY TO RUN 

THE COUNTRY 

Remarkable Scheme Carried 
Out in Canada 

CITY COUNCIL AND JUNIOR 
MAYOR 

A remarkably^ interesting experiment 
in educating the boys of a country for 
intelligent citizenship has been begun 
in Canada.starting from Toronto, and 
spreading through all the principal cities. 

The scheme has been worked out by 
the Y.M.C.A." National Boys' Council. 

Every boy between the ages of 15 and 
18 in Toronto has a vote, which he can [ 
use' for. the. election of a boys'. city 1 
council of 30 ""members, to 'be presided 
over b}; a junior mayor. 

The first.election has been held, and 
it created wide interest and no little 
excitement. '.The boy candidates held 
meetings in" each ward, sent out election 
addresses, and issued programmes of the 

• things they meant to do if successful. 

Help from the Authorities 
The newspapers helped in the cam

paign, and the city authorities lent the 
youngsters the usual election machinery 
for recording a public vote. 

A boys' council to legislate for the 
youth of the city has been properly 
elected, and Edwin G. Davies,' a high 
school student, aged 17, has been chosen 
a? the first junior mayor. . " . 

Here are the objects for which the 
Boys' City Council of Toronto will work 

1. To train.boys in citizenship, public 
speaking, and so on. 

i, To make laws governing boy life 
and the developing of boys in 
every, way. 

3. To form a junior police force. 
4. To study playground questions. 
5. To appoint a committee to work 

for the development of parks, play
grounds, and useful institutions. 

That this movement may be the means 
of giving training in citizenship early in 
lite is felt so generally in Canada that it 
is spreading swiftly, and there is talk 
of presently arranging provincial boys' 
parliaments in the nine Canadian 
provinces, and a Dominion parliament 
for the whole country, to legislate for the 
well-being of its boys. 

Beginning Public Life 
There is no need to hurry with these 

parliaments. I t will be better to see 
first how the ' councils manage their 
affairs locally. They will, no doubt, have 
clear ideas of what boys like ; but that 
is not always what is really the best. 
And it will be interesting to see how 
they will consider the possible ways of 
paving for what is wanted. -

It is certainly a "good thing that young 
thinkers should be brought face to face 
with the real. difficulties of public life 
at an early stage.- . 

A Worker In the Lumber Forests POWER LET LOOSE 

In the great lumber forests of Burma, now being.more and more developed, the most im
portant worker is the elephant, without whose help the timber in this region could never 
be made available for use. Here we see -an elephant oil lor a bathe with its young after the 

day's work is done. See page 3 

C.N. BOY AND HIS MAGIC LANTERN 
AN ingenious little lantern-has recently 

. 'been demonstrated at the Royal 
Institution in London. 

While no larger than a toy, it will 
dp all the work of a'large lantern as used 
bv lecturers. I t ' i s substantially built 
of aluminium, and, owing to a clever 
arrangementoflenses,it uses slides only 
one-and-a-half inches square.' This is a 
quarter the size of slides in general use, 
so that much light is saved, making it 
possible to show an exceptionally clear 
picture four feet square with ah ordinary 
acetylene bicycle lamp. 1 

The lantern may be used with equal 
ease in a drawing-room or in a large 
lecture hall, where a beautifully clear 
picture 20 feet square, or more than 
25,000 times the size of the slide, may be 
shown.. , - ; . 

The special half-watt electric lamp 
used when a large picture is wanted 
may be plugged to ordinary electric 
light fittings. Another clever innovation 
made possible by this small slide is 

the method of changing, pictures. ".By 
releasing a catch one slide drops and 
another immediately ' falls into place. 
Such' an arrangement -would be im
possible with the slides now in use, for 
their -own weight would be sufficient 
to break them. The new- invention is 
likely to be of great use .in hospitals; 
for, being so light and easily handled, 
•no difficulty, is presented in projecting 
a picture on to a ceiling. 

In contrast with the cumbersome 
lanterns and great heavy boxes of slides 
now' in use, this lantern weighs only 
seven or eight pounds, and three hundred 
slides may be packed into an ordinary 
cigar-box. Both lantern and slides pack 
with ease into a small satchel less than a 
foot deep. 

The inventor of this clever apparatus 
is an eighteen-year-old reader of the 
C.N., Aubrey William Elias, who con
fesses that the Children's Encyclopedia 
and My Magazine have always been of 
the greatest help to him. 

MYSTERY OF A 
TREMENDOUS EXPLOSION 

Thousands of Millions of Cubic 
Feet of Gas Hiss Out of the Earth 

SCENES AT AN OIL WELL 
A wonderful story of.power suddenly 

let* loose from below the surface of the 
earth has come to hand from Los Angeles, 
where one of the most remarkable ex
plosions ever experienced occurred dur
ing the drilling operations for oil near 
the springs of SantaFe . 

Drilling had quietly gone on week after 
week until a dep'th'of some 2000 feet had 
been reached.'; Then, suddenly, a huge 
eiuption of gas took place, destroying 
everything in "the neighbourhood, and 
burying ' tons of drilling machinery 
beueatli the mud and' rocks and earth 
that were thrown violently into the air. 
The scene was one of indescribable 
confusion and disaster. 

Hurled Through the Air 
The crew had to run for their lives, 

and it was only as' .by a miracle that 
nobody was injured, though one man 
was hurled sixty feet through the air and 
buried under a pile of debris. 

The "huge 'drill pipe was forced up 
from the earth and towered into the air 
like some giant shake till it crashed, bent 
and twisted, to the ground. Several 
pieces of the steel pipe were hurled away 
a distance of a quarter of a mile, an'd 
men working on other parts of the 
springs had to plug their ears with 
cotton wool because of the deafening 
roar of the escaping gas that rushed out 
with ever-increasing force. - • . -

AH day and night the eruption went on, 
and soon there arose an immense crater 
of mud, which buried the derrick, the 
engines and mud pumps, and the whole 
of the machinery. 

Like a Volcano 
Like a volcano the " gasser " con

tinued to spurt out its contents, and 
within a week everything was covered 
with fine grey sand for miles, around. 
Between 400 and 500 million cubic feet 
of gas hissed out each day^ and the 
crater pit'became larger and larger, and 
millions of tiny craters were formed 
around it through gas bubbling up from 
the earth, which looked like an-immense 
sponge, heaving and bursting from time 
to time, each explosion giving a roar, like 
some wounded animal, that could bo 
heard for a great distance. 

.Thederrick and bits of the machinery 
would boil up with the mud and then 
disappear, coming up again with a fresh 
spurt of gas ; one large piece of piping 
was seen to come up regularly once a 
day, and then disappear again. 

How the gas was formed and how it 
was released so suddenly are questions 
of great interest at the moment to 
scientific men ; but the mystery of this 
colossal " blow-out " will probably never 
be satisfactorily solved. 
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WRECKED AMONG 
THE WILD MEN 

Extraordinary Adventure 
of Australians 

THE MESSAGE WHICH BROUGHT 
SALVATION-

To be wrecked on the "coast of the 
Northern Territory of Australia is a 
terrible experience; so a party of pro
spectors for oil have found to their cost. 

In a small cutter they had anchored 
for the night when they were struck by 
a cyclone. , The boat was overturned; 
they were thrown into the sea, and tried 
to swim ashore. Two of them disap
peared ; the other two, with a Malay 
who was in charge of the cutter and two 
native sailors, managed, after desperate 
exertions, to get to land. 

Here, however, they were*at first not 
much better off. They had.no .clothes 
on, the country was wild,' and they 
could find nothing '-to ea t ; no sign of 
human habitation could be seen. After 
walking along the'shore for some time 
they came upon two wild men who were 
skinning a kangaroo. The wild men 
were friendly,', and gave them meat. 

They knew also where to get water 
and how to make a fire in the bush, but 
they could not keep off the mosquitoes, 
which tormented, the naked white men 
all through the darkness. ••, 

From the cutter a barrel of flour was 
washed ashore, and although it was wet 
it was eatable, so that it kept,the ship
wrecked men alive until one of the wild 
natives had taken a message to Point 
Pearce. With no ordinary means of 
writing, the message was scratched on 
a block of driftwood with a sharp piece 
of shell, and this queer appeal for help 
succeeded, for in,response to.it a steam-
launch was sent to rescue the men. 

Walking through the bush and along 
the beach for fifty miles naked nlade 
them very ill, but they have now begun 
to recover from their fearful adventure. 

CAPTAIN OF A BURNING 
SHIP 

His Brave Way to Port 
With 184 passengers locked in their 

cabins, and a terrible fire raging in the 
hold, the crew.of a United States liner 
were recently at their wits' end. 

Water had been poured into the hold 
as fast as the. fire-fighting, equipment 
could pour i tpbut , even with six feet of 
water in the burning cargo space, the 
fire was gaining. ground until the captain 
had an inspiration. . Ordering full speed, 
ahead, he took the wheel himself, and 
swerved the ship from side .to side as he 
had been taught to swerve in the sub
marine days during the war. -;-

This sent the water washing to and 
fro in the hold 'and extinguished the fire 
without further trouble, so that the 
steamship was able, to continue her 
course in safety. , .i .. 

FORTUNE FOR A 
HALFPENNY STAMP 

How Some People Spend Their 
Money 

Nearly seventy years ago a British 
colony issued;a one-cent stamp. Many 
people must have bought and used this 
stamp, although it was only in circula
tion for a short time. They must have 
thrown it away as of no value, just as 
we throw away our postage stamps. 

Someone, however, happened to keep 
one of these British Guiana one-cent 
stamps, and the other day it was sold in 
Paris for £7600. ' It is the only one 
known to be still in existence, and there 
was great competition for it. 

Just because it is the only one left it 
fetches this enormous price. If hun
dreds of these stamps existed they 
would be worth far less ; if there were 
hundreds of thousands of them they 
would fetch nothing but one cent'apiece. 

A queer world this is. 

Trying Hard t o Save Europe 
34 NATIONS ROUND A TABLE AT GENOA 

First Meeting of European Countries 
on Equal Terms Since the War ' 

THE WORLD CRYING OUT FOR A REAL PEACE 
The. significance- of the Genoa Con

ference is thai for the first time since 
!the'war" all European countries have sent 
representatives to meet on equal terniS; 
There are' no '.'-allied " or " enemy" 
.cOuhtries.'any;inore. 

This aspect-of the event was made 
clear from.th&start. The opening day's 
speeches" dwelt "tin the urgent need-for 
droppingKall^memories of the"war and 
concentrating effort upon the real: peace 
whjchv must be established.-'before1.- a 
return :of;prosperity can be;\hoped'for.," 
I ' i n tliis effbrt'Ger'maiiy-piitst join with 
all'ofher nations/ and is ready to join. 
But /arty effort, must have, also,, the 
cooperation of-Russia, which the Rus
sian's.are prepared-to give. All sorts pf 
arrangements must be made, all manner 
of. difficulties smoothed over, but with 
goodwill this can-be accomplished 1 and 
the very fact that men in high positions 
of- government are'sitting at the, same 
table/tind hearing'one another's voices 
will help' to-bring goodwill about. ' ' 

The Work.Before the Conference 
The business before the conference is 

supposed "to .-.be - limited to : econoniic 
problems—-problems which affect the 
bread-and-butter of all European, peo
ples. But with these are mixed up so 
many others, such as the size of armies, 
the causes of foreign exchange fluctua
tions, the pressure of the debts which 
countries owe"to one another, and so on, 
that it will be impossible to avoid them. 

The representative of France, M., 
Barthou, made a very welcome opening 
speech for his country, from which we 
take the following passages: 

The world is^tired of vain words,and 
solemn declamations.- Tt is suffering 
from' ill-heal'th.;.and lack of security 
and stability^'We have come here"to,ac.t. 

Faith Alone Can Save the World 
-We. aj'e not lookers-piv; we are col

laborators, ready.to take our~part-in, the 
common, labour.-?-- .and:: responsibilities" 
Weare".not,mdeed,bliud to the difficulties 
and 'the obstacles of but task, nor to the 
amouh't';.of time" it. must, take, but 
pessimists,"are impotent. • Faith," and ;an 
active :faith, can.alqne.savc'tlie w-prld, ,•'.; 

Europe^, is .' strewnt with .^.ruins. ;
:. .It 

\Vb®d^QT"do'ubt''&viria'dhe^^.iQ.be^fev'e 
that aiveiTchanted.castle£titfl(kiflse.from 
those' ruin's, at- cine,w;ave of the inagic 
wand; .but-it would be. madness more 
disastrous- and more monstrous to;s i t 
with: folded' arms and do nothing be
cause there-was too much to do. ' . • 

France is .not animated with " any 
feelings of national egoism, and does not 
pretend to exercise a hegemony. The 
war. has cost her to.p much for her.not. 
to hold? w;ar in horror.'. She is wholly 
peace-loving, and i it is not she \Vho 
would--have the "criminal aberration of 
disturbing the peace of the world. ;. 

The Watchword of France . 
AVe do not desire that which 'appears 

inadmissible ? we desire that which/ we 
believe to be just,; necessary, and pos
sible: -Europe—why not say the,;w'hole 
world ?=—is a commercial unity,, all-.-the 
members of which liave been affected ;by 
the war, even those" which did not perish 
thereby, and i t behoves each -'nation, 
whatever be 'the political form- of-,its 
governfnerrt,. and provided i t ; respects 
the common rights without which' there 
is no civilisation, to aid in the recon
struction and success of all. 

The French delegation will speak fio 
word of hatred: It does not wish"anyone 
to suffer humiliation, it will act in "the 

full light' of day, it has nothing to coii-l 
cea( of its ideas and plans,' and is 3LK\-, 
mated with feelings of goodwill and con
fidence without which it woul&be useless, 
•perhaps-dangerous,.,to set'to'work. •Ii*:i 
' Peace, and work are the programme 
"and the watchword of France. '? " .'. 

Europe in Ruins ; 
-Bui; the most notable event^of'-'tji© 

opening day of this. great? Conference 
was' the*'.utterance 'of the British Prime' 
Mi'tiister, • whose words: should•••'Be* sent 
around. the-'-world. AVe'give ,the,:.mo,it 
important "-passages from ;i'tr.?'Lioyd 
George's 'speech' to the delegates of-34 
nations gathered round him: •'•;: ; ; . ;- , . : 

This"'is . the' greatest gathering "of 
European nations w-hich has ever been 
assembled in this -continent, and the 
results'-of the conference w.i!l 'be' far-
reaching in their effects, either for better 
on for worse, upon the whole world. ., .'• 

We meet on equal terms, provided we 
accept equal conditions. They are? .the 
conditions which have hitherto" been 
accepted by all civilised communities as 
the-basis of.'good faith. They are In 
themselves honourable.; They are.essenr 
tial'to. any intercourse between nations. 
They do not derogate from the complete 
sovereignty of States. We fully-accept 
them ourselves ; they are the "only; con
ditions, upon which we caii" consent : to 
deal with others. -. - -"' 

. Need of a Real World Peace' 
Europe, undoubtedly needs a common 

effort to repair the devastation wrought 
by the most destructive war ever waged 
in this world. Europe, exhausted with 
its fury, with the loss of blood and 
treasure which it involved, is staggering 
under the colossal burdens of debt and 
reparation which it entailed. 

There is unemployment, in the.West, 
there :is famine -and ' pestilence; in '.the 
East ; ; peoples of all races, of all classes; 
are suffering, some more. and. Kgme .less," 
but all'a,re suffering, and unless-.some 
common- effort of all the nation*;?-'of 
Europe is made the sufferings lhay?eyeii. 
deepen into despair.: ,'">;.•,;. 

What is . the first need of Europe??; 
Peace," a real peace. It is true that actual 
fightiiig• has'.ceased,'-but-, the snarling, 
goes.'on, .and as there are many; clp,g3"irt: 
every country wlw irnagine tlidTouder* 
they: bark .'the:) deeper. ?the impression? 
they :inake;of their ferocity and defer-:' 
mination, .Europe is deafened with, this; 
canine clamour. I t i s undignified'.;, itiis! 
distracting ; itr destroys confidert'ee •;.' itj 
rattles- the:,nerves'.„• of a nerve-ruined; 
continent;.-and w'e shall only mqj;e,?a' 
real contribution to "the restoi-a,tion;;:of 
Europe if?we can stop the snarling-r";. -;''• 

Goodwill Among'JVien 
There are thirty-four natioris • repre

sented a t ' t h i s table.. . The world, will: 
follow our deliberations with alternate 
hopes andi fears.; If we fail thefe will be 
aseiise of despair which will sweep, over: 
the whole'.world. If. we succeed a ra.y-o.fs 
confidence will illuminate the gloom; 
which is resting on the spirit of mankind,; 

Europe is thecradle of a great civilisa-? 
ti'o'n, which:during the last 500 years'haS 
spread across the globe •' that civilisa
tion Jias been menaced with destruction 
by-the horrors of the.last few years.-but,? 
if we-tlo'pur duty manfully and fearlessly, 
we, shall--prove .'that..-.:|his conference, 
meeting in the sacred .week of civilisa
tion, is capable of achieving its-exalted 
purpose by establishing oma, firm basis 
peace and goodwill among men. 

If Genoa should fulfil the promise of 
the Premier's speech its name will shine 
again in history with a lustre,brighter 
than gold, dazzling with the light of a 
new gladness in the hearts of men. 

GREATER LOVE HATH 
- NO- MAN .̂ ' 

How a Yorkshireman Died 
A reader at Holmbridge, near Huiiders-

field, in Yorkshire, sends us an account of a 
brave man's sacrifice of his life for others in a 
local mill. 

One day lately the top floor of the 
mill was found to be sinking. At once 
the alarm was given,, but immediately 
after a fire broke out. •'- " •• 

A mechanic named" Edwin Castle was 
in charge of the electricity, and he hur
ried to the top of the'building to see 
what he could do to prevent-the flames 
from spreading. As he went he warned 
a number of girls to get outside as 
quickly as they could." He knew the 
danger, but he went into it himself. • 

He cut off the electric power and tried 
to put out the fWe ; and as Le was thus 
engaged the floor gave way and crashed 
down, - carrying him with it.' He was 
crushed under the ruins. '.He had done 
his dutv and given, his life for others. 

GRACEFUL GRATITUDE 
Welsh Children's Gifts to a 

Hospital 
The children at the national school 

in a place with one of the^ longest names 
in the. British Isles have, done a very 
graceful and pleasant thing.. 

The place is called i-.LlanfairpwlI-
gwyngyil. You can guess that it is in 
Wales. In Anglesey there is a longer 
name which begins in the same way, .but 
this comes easily* second. Here a little 
girl named Megan Williams was attacked 
by appendicitis and had, to go into the 
Bangor Hospital to be operated upon. 

When she Came back cured she told 
how well she had been cared for, and 
Low kind the nurses and .doctors had 
been to her. And her parents, had. had 
nothing to pa3-. . . 

When her schoolfellows heard this 
they said, " Can't we do something for 
the hospital ? " And they all subscribed, 
and got other people to subscribe, and 
sent eight pounds to the hospital. 

THE LITTLE RED LAMP 
Motor Flash-light in a Glove 
One of the latest novelties, helping to 

make motoring safer- is a glove in the 
back of which is a small red electric 
lamp, which can be lighted by pressing 
a button under the thumb. . 

When a car is. going to stop or turn a 
corner the driver, puts, out .his . hand 
as a warning to any,.car, that, may .be 
behind him. This is by no.means easv 
to see' in the dark, but the little red 
lamp is visible for a long distance. 

HELPING NATURE 
Electric Sunshine for Flowers 

. Early tulips, daffodils, and narcissi 
have been brought on this year in Lin
colnshire by artificial sunlight. 

When the sun dpes; not shine very 
strong electric lamps.are turned on in 
the glasshouses. These are also burned 
part of the night, but not all night, for 
that would deprive the flowers of sleep. 

ICE BARRIER 
i Stopping the Flow of a River 
; At Dvinsk, in Latvia, heavy artillery 
had to be used to destroy a barrier ol 
ice blocks in the river, which had stopped 
its flow and caused a flood in the town. 
Hundreds of people were drowned be
fore the ice could be broken mi. 

Pronunciations in this Nurrvber 
Da Vinci . . . Dah Veen-che 
Diapason . . . Di-ah-pa-son 
Duiker . ,. . . . . Dl-ker 
Hyperion . . . . . Hi-pe-re-on 
Saghalien . . . Sah-kah-le-en 
St. Helena . . Saint He-le-nah 
Tethvs . . . ' . . . Te-this 
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CRICKETER AND 
MISSIONARY 

Fine in Play and Fine 
in Work 

MR. C. T. STUDD 
If ever we are inclined to think there 

is anything inconsistent between being 
fine in play and being fine in true good
ness and helpfulness we are making a 
great mistake, for some of the most 
splendid men in the playing-fields have 
played their part with equal distinction 
in the fields of good works. 

Scores of instances might be quoted of 
great, players who were great workers 
for Christianity. One of '• the most 
striking illustrations is the career of. 
Mr. C. T. Studd, who, forty years ago, 
stood in the very foremost rank of 
cricketers. 

As-members'of the Cambridge eleven 
and the Middlesex eleven, the three 
Studd brothers, C. T., G. B., and J. E.|K., 
were pre-eminent for all-round plav, 
and the finest of the trio was C. T., though 
J. E. K., whp lias since -done such 
splendid work as the secretary of the 
Polytechnic in London, ran him close. 
." Here is a brief record of the working 
life of C. T. Studd, which followed his 
playing life. For seven years he spent 
his fortune, his time, his health, and his 
energy in mission work in the interior of 
Northern China, aided by his wife. 

Broken in health he returned home, 
but continued his work by holding 
meetings in Great Britain and America 
in support of missions. Then he served 
seven more years in Southern India ; and 
since 1910 he has been working in 
Central Africa, first from the Egyptian 
side, and since with the Heart of Afric; 
Mission in Belgian Congoland. 

Thus the vitality won on the playing 
fields has been expended for the goo* 
of the world in some of its darkest parts 

- TRAVELS OF THE C.N. 
* . . . . . . . . . 
f Cheering People Up At Sea 
" FROM THE CAPTAIN DOWN TO 
- THE CABIN-BOY " 
-•' A reader of the C.N-.', who spends most of 
his life at sea, says he would be interested to 
hear if any single copy, of the. paper is read by 
more people than the copies that reach him. 

I am -usually away. from home for 
periods of four to six months. Mv little 
brother at home buys the C.N. every 
week. It goes round the family, circle, 
and then is put by until my return ; so I 
usually sail with 20 to 30 copies. After 
T have devoured their contents the 
papers are passed'round on board, and 
are read by everybody, from the cap
tain down" to the cabin-boy. 
, J. may mention that all these people 

are unanimous in their praise of the 
excellence of the matter the paper con
tains. For its ' optimistic messages, its 
high ideals, and its concentration on all 
that is good you have my best thanks. 

It may interest our correspondent to know 
that by the same post came another letter, 
giving "this account of the travels of another 
copy of the C. N. • 
, After being read by the household at 

home—usually adults—the C.N. goes 
out to an island in the Torres Strait, 
•between Australia and Papua, and is 
there read by all the white people on 
the island, and probably by visitors, for 
the island is.rarely without them. 

Then it goes to the Papuan Industries 
Station, and "is read by the foreman 
and his six children; Then it goes down 
to the Government school, and is read 
by the elder school children, who are 
taught entirely in English. Finally', it 
probably goes to one of the islands by the 
pcarLshellmg boats, where'the elder"men 
and youths enjoy its"pictures"and'the 
simpler reading matter. 

Sometimes a copy is sent to a teacher 
on one of the islands in Torres Strait and 
to four other teachers in the Northern 
Territory of Australia. 

ENGLAND'S FINEST BATSMEN 

H. T . W. Hardinge: 
Kent, Average—51-97 

T . Shepherd : Surrey 
Average—52-97 

C. P. Mead : Hampshire 
Average—69-10 

J . Hallows : Lancashire, Average—45-09 A. Ducat : Surrey, Average—47-02 

-n 4 

•t-

. -Cf 1 

£'1 
* 1 

E.Tyldesley : Lancashire Mr. N. V. H. Riches : F. E. Woolley : Kent 
Average—49-47 Qlamorgan, Average—43*20 Average—42-87 

Mr. J . L. Bryan : Cambridge University 
and Kent, Average—50-21 

J . W. Hearne : Middlesex 
Average—49-17 

R. Haywood : Northampton A. Sandham : Surrey 
Average—42-42 : Average—49-23 

A. C. Russell : Essex 
Average—54*53 

The cricket season opens next week, and the king of summer games promises to be 
more popular than ever. On this page we give portraits of the thirteen finest hatsmen in 

England, as judged by the averages of last season 

IN THE FORESTS 
OF BURMA 

HOUSES ON POSTS 

Where the Elephants Do 
the Work 

WILD ANIMAL PARADISE 
By a Burma Correspondent 

One of our lady readers far away here takes 
us into a part of" the Eastern world of which 
we seldom hear much—the forests of Burma. 

No doubt you think of Burma as a 
very hot, steamy place ?'- So it is during 
the five months of the monsoon when the 
rice is growing, but about December a 
cold north wind blows and the whole 
country dries tip. Then it is so cold 
sometimes^especiatly out in the jungle, 
that one has to wear a big coat and sit 
by a great'log fire to keep warm at all. 

But Burma has one advantage over 
England—there is no lack of fuel. About" 
four-fifths of the country is covered by 
magnificent forest. No doubt you have 
heard of teak, the most useful timber in 
the world ? But that is only one kind 
among hundreds of the trees of Burma. 

Life of a Forest Officer 
I t is but quite recently, partly 

due to the war,-that other trees tlian 
teak have been considered as of any 
value: Now many varieties are ex
ported to England. 

The life of a forest officer is a very jollv 
one. I t largely consists of travelling 
round his own part of the jungle to sec 
that the work is going on all right. 

The work is very varied. I t consists 
of cutting down the trees in the planta
tions and replacing them by new growths. 
Then there is the making of roads for 
trade purposes, and the building of little 
bungalows, for.in the monsoon rains it is 
scarcely possible to live in a tent, the 
ground being deep in mud. 

Also there is the arranging of the 
supply of fuel and of building-timber 
and bamboos to the neighbouring vil
lages, besides attending to such things 
as grazing rights in the forest and 
fishery licences in the jungle streams. 

Houses Wrecked by Elephants 
The bungalows are built entirely of 

wood, with plaited bamboo for walls, 
and thatched with jungle grass. They 
are invariably built on posts raised high, 
off the ground. I t makes them eodlety 
for the higher one is the more breeze one 
gets, and in the rainy season one is 
high above the muddy, sodden earth. 

In some parts of Burma these forest 
bungalows are quite often attacked by 
elephants, which push them down or 
pull the walls to pieces with their trunks. 
. But the lumber work in Burma could 

hardly get On without elephants. The 
work they do is simply wonderful. 
They have many advantages over me
chanical tractors and other lumbering 
machines used in America. They can 
go up or down any hill ; they can cross 
big rivers ; and they do not stick in soft, 
deep mud. They are used, too, for 
transport, carrying the forest officer's 
kit when he is on tour. 

Forests Full of Animals 
The forest, of course, is full of wild 

animals, b u t . they very seldom show 
more than their trails along a sanely 
path or in the soft mud of the streams. 
Deer of different kinds are frequently 
seen, and can be heardcallingeverynight. 
They and the wild pig do a good deal of 
harm to the. crops, and the Burmans," 
who seldom possess guns, invent all kinds 
of traps for them. 

Tigers and panthers do a certain 
amount of harm to village cattle, but, as 
a rule, prefer their Hatiiral wild pre}-. 
Monkeys are very common, and there are 
many kinds of squirrels, large and small. 

It ' falls to the lot of every forest 
officer to shoot any number of jungle 
fowls, peacock, snipe, wild duck, and 
other game ; but bears, wild red dog, 
bison, wild cattle, rhino, and many 
others arc usually only seen by regular 
hunters. Picture on page one 
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A FOOD REVOLUTION 
BIG INDUSTRY THAT MAY 

GROW UP 
New Zealand Farmer's 

Remarkable Idea 

POWDERED MEAT FOR ALL 
THE WORLD 

By Our Economic Correspondent 

JMeat-flour ! * The great success of 
powdered millo-has led to tjie invention, 

- of a process.for reducing-meafcto a most 
useful form.'. _. j\Ir, W. F. Kemus, an 
'Auckland farmer, has succeeded in 

.-'•-giving the world a new and very valuable 
industry, which is.likely to-find a wide 

.̂ market. «'l . ' .-. - »"-"" : . . . ' . 
Fresh meat .by this method is .turned 

into a#dry rmeal, or flour,'which can be 
•cheaply transported for -tusev in any 
climate, hot.or',cold. ...„>• 

Only the lean of the meat is used, 
and' the-process takes, nearly all the 
water out of the product. About 
two-thirds of-the weight of meat con-" 
sists of water ; that is why it loses 
weight- so "much- in cooking. The' 

, meat-flour, however,-is nearly dry,.only 
about seven per cent, of the water remain-

• ing in it. The flour-is thus small in bulk 
and kept quite easily in good.condition. 

A Concentrated Fbod 
While nearly all the water is extracted, 

the invention, ensures that the- meat-
Hour retains tire food materials of the 

- -flesh- in.their entirety. Thus" we get a 
- true concentrated food, which will be a 

great help to the housewife, because it 
can.be readily cooked in many different 

i w a y s , with very little trouble and with 
(..small expenditure of fuel,, ;•-,.,. 

In a hun.dred parts of the meat-flour 
scientific • analysis shows that as many 
as eighty-one ̂ parts consist of protein—• 
or nitrogenous, flesh-forming food—and 
eight parts of fat, the rest being ash and 
water. Fresh beef, on the other hand, 
lias in each hundred parts only twenty-
one of protein, eight of fat, and seventy 
of water. . . . 

Not less important is the fact that 
the meat-flour is good to. eat, and 
makes savoury and acceptable dishes. 
Also it can' be made cheaply. 

New Industry for New Zealand 
The New Zealand Government thinks. 

so well, of this new idea that they have 
made an official investigation of the 
matter, and report, that it is worth 
serious attention as a real .addition to 
t"he industries of the Dominion. It is 
thought that it will help to find big 
new markets for Xew Zealand meat 
throughout the world. The same must 

; be true of Australia, ' South America, 
Canada, and other exporting regions. 

Such inventions are of the first im
portance to us all. The teeming 
populations of Europe find it increasingly 
difficult to feed themselves, and one of 
the main world problems is to organise 
food-producing areas in newly-devel
oped countries, and to make their out
put more easily accessible to crowded 
populations. 

World Being Used Up 
The world is using up its natural 

fertility, and has to create artificial 
fertilisers on an enormous scale. Agri
cultural methods must be improved and 
headway made against insect pests 
which destroy hundreds of millions of 
pounds' worth of produce. Then we 
have to solve in some better fashion the 
questions of exchange, making it less 
difficult for nations to trade. 

What/^a wonderful field remains for 
thinking men and women to improve 
the supplies of the world's peoples, and 
how true it is that every commonplace 
thing is worth the serious attention of 
the inventive mind ! 

PASSING OF THE 
ESKIMO DOG 

Old Friend Superseded 
by the Motor Tractor 

OPENING UP THE ARCTIC 
The Eskimo dog has been a good 

friend of man in the Arctic regions. In 
districts where .even- the reindeer could 
not live and move the Eskimo dog has 
been the beast of draught, pulling 
sledges over the snow and ice, and living 
on , anything "or- nothing, according to 
what-was available ; and, though wild' 
and difficult to manage at times, he has 
always been ;'a • very useful and faithful, 
servant to'his master. ""'-' 

Now,' hoVeyer, this dog is being 
superseded' by.. the caterpillar tractor.. 
In Alaska motor-driven -Veliicles'.'are,-
supplanting dog sledges,-'\YithRemark
able, results ift'speed and efficiency. 

Tlie new Government" railway in 
Alaska is reducing the 'rate for the. 
carriage of7goods-from about £j$ a ton 
to about;^5. But without the cater
pillar tractor this railway could never 
have been" built. _._ 

Large • numbers of Workmen were 
engaged in laying the track, and. these 
could never have been supplied- by 
means 'of the dog sledge. The cater
pillar tractor was tried, and-it proved a 
triumphant' . success. By -its means 
material for the railway and food.'for 
the workmen were carried over show 
and ice promptly and adequately. • 

Now mining'and industrial.companies 
are using tractors in place.of dog teams, 
and- the results have been. very satis
factory. Special methods: are used to 
keep the tractor hot in the lowest 
temperatures, and these : methods have 
proved effective even when the ther
mometer registered 45 or 50 degrees 
below zero." " - - • . . . . - . 

;This new. transport development, is 
all for the good of civilisation, yet we 
cannot but feel sorry at the passing of 
the picturesque arid sturdy Eskimo dog 
who has done so well. See World Map 

UNDER THE ROAD 
A Cellar Mystery in Birmingham 

A curious1, experience befell ther in
habitants- of 'a street in Birmingham'fhe 
other day. 

Several residents noticed mysterious 
fumes'issuing -from their cellars; and, 
becoming alarmed, they sent for a police
man. He, however, could, not ascertain 
the cause of the mischief, but took the 
precaution of ordering all the families 
into the street. -' 

Officials of the corporation gas arid 
sewers department then inspected' the 
premises, butwere unable1'to solve the 
puzzle, and it was not until ail electrician 
came along that it was found that an 
electric cable under the road had fused. 
Its bitumen "covering had begun to 
smoulder, and the pungent fumes were 
finding an outlet in the cellars. A trench 
was quickly'dug and a new cable laid. 

COIN WITH A HISTORY 
Mined in the War 

A C.N. reader who has come across an 
interesting coin asks us to mention it in 
the hope that this may meet the eyes 
of the man through whose hands it 
passed in the war. 

The coin is a florin, and round, the 
head of it is engraved " R. YV. Stewart, 
Feb. 27th, 1015. H.M.T.B.D. Coquette." 
Below are the words, " Mined 17th 
March, 1916." 

I t is thrilling to think back to that 
year in which this coin Lay peacefullv 
in the pocket of R. W. Stewart on "a 
torpedo-boat destroyer, and one hopes 
that R. W. Stewart is happy and well 
today. If so the C.N. would be delighted 
to be the means of enabling him to re
gain possession of his interesting two-
shilling piece. 

RALEIGH'S LOST 
COLONY 

A Town With a Good 
Name 

NO NEED FOR POLICE 
I t was shown not long ago'in the CtN. 

monthly that there are very strong 
reasons for believing that the descend
ants of the first English colony that 
.settled in America, and has been called 
for 300 years." Raleigh's Lost Colony,*' 
are really living, scattered over the State 
of North Carolina. 

One of the townships in which -the 
descendants of the first English setuters 
can be traced is called Ocracoke, situated 
'oil.aii island-off the coast; and this little 
town, with about 700 people, has now 
come into notice as one. of the most law-
abiding places in the world. ... '• , 

For the last ten years not a single 
person has been before the court. The 
"last justice of the peace resigned when he 
'had held the office over eight years 
without hearing a case, and no successor 
has been appointed. 

Long ago the town had a rather bad 
name for living on plunder from wrecked 
vessels,, but now it is entirely crimeless. 
In" religion all its people are Methodists. 

Every farru'ly owns the house in which 
it lives,' and such a.thing as a locked door 
is unknown on the island. ; Dishonesty 
does not exist, and there are" no kinemas. 

CAPTAIN OF INDUSTRY 
Canada's Representative in 

London 
Mr. P. C, Larkin, the new Canadian 

High Comrhissioner to London, is one 
of Canada's ..captains of industry. ; 
"• Starting in the business world as a 
travelling, salesman, he has .built up the 
largest tea . business in. the Western 
Hemisphere. -: 

One of his ideas in doing business is 
rare indeed. Instead of his great offices 
being mere bare places of business, he 
has lavished huge sums on furnishing 
them like archdukes' palaces.. Tapestry 
hangs on the office walls, rich oriental 
rugs adorn the floors, oriental .carvings 
and almost priceless art treasures are 
scattered over the desks, the filing cabi
nets,-everywhere, so that his employees 
may'Work in. pleasant surroundings. 

Mr. Larkin has always thrown himself 
whole-heartedly into public service ; 
and -we may be sure that he will 
fill his new. position with grace and 
dignity, with the dynamo of his person
ality always urging him to do the: best 
he can for the country he. represents. ; 

HOW TO CRACK A NUT 
Drown it in Air! 

The news that American scientists 
are now using liquid air to crack nuts 
is somewhat puzzling to lay minds, but 
the explanation is really a simple one. 

During-the" war the dense, strong 
shells of the South American chica nuts 
were largely employed to manufacture 
charcoal for gas masks. I t was found 
that the enormous pressure required to 
crack the huts crushed the kernels 
almost to powder, and rendered therri 
useless for food and the extraction of oil. 

Experiments made in American labora
tories proved that by immersing the nuts 
for thirty seconds in liquid air the shells 
could be broken without damage to the 
kernels, and the lessons learned are now 
being followed on a large scale. 

AT HOME IN A TREE 
A Queer Family 

Queer things are often met with in 
the Australian bush, but a most unusual 
discovery was made by a man at 
Tuchekoi, New South Wales, who felled 
a gum-tree for the purpose of getting 
some slabs. He was surprised to find 
inside it-an opossum, two carpet snakes, 
an English bee-hive, a native bees' nest, 
and a wasps' nest. 

EARTHQUAKE 
PROPHET 

SCIENCE SURPRISES 
ITSELF 

All the Crust of the Earth 
Creeping to the North 

PROFESSOR'S NEW DISCOVERY 
By a Scientific Correspondent , 

'•- Afeinarkable discovery has been' triade 
by Dr. Andrew Lawson,"Professor of 
Geology in the-"University of California. 
He. can tell us when" an.' earthquake is 
coming. Could anything be more sur
prising than this feat of science in sur
prising itself ? _. . ' ' ••; -

•The study of seismology has advanced 
by leaps-and bounds in recent-years, 
and this, new discovery enables an earth
quake to be predicted with' the' same 
accuracy as ofdin'arv weather conditions. 

Warning to Millions 
According to Professor Lawson,- the 

crust of the earth is continuallv on the 
move, generally in a north'ward direction, 
though during and following an earth
quake the movement.may be in two or 
more directions. • ' • - • ' 

Some years of testing must pass before 
the professor's theory' can be'proved to 
be without flaw,-but"if it-passes-this test 
the safety of millions of people who live 
in the earthquake zones willbe assured, 
for it will be possible to warn them of a 
coming upheaval in time to escape. 

Dr. Lawson's theory is that the Poles of 
the earth do not run .true, as the globe 
revolves. There is an oscillation which 
causes the North' Pole to'describe'a Circle 
of-sixty feet, and,; though this is almost 
infinitesimal" compared with the size o£ 
tlie earth, it is sufficient to set the soil 
and the rocks in motion,- generally 
toward the north, . . . - . , 

When the Rocks Tear 
It is as if there were.a. tide set full in 

one direction, and.the strain 011 the earth's 
crust is tremendous. There is a tension 
in the rocks, that is distinctly measur
able by delicate instruments,'and when 
the tension reaches a certain point 
something has.to give way. The result is 
a tearing- of the earth's crust, which 
means an earthquake.'.'. 

Now, the. principle of predicting an 
earthquake is simply this. The rate of 
the " creep " and the length of time 
necessary to produce the limit of tension 
are calculated with great precision, and 
then, merely by watching the increase in 
the tension, it is possible to know when 
and where the next earthquake will 
occur. " This gives to the forecasting of 
earthquakes," says a report from the 
University of California, " the same 
precision as that with which weather 
forecasts are made." 

Watching the Earth Move 
The University is already spending a 

considerable sum in installing apparatus 
at Mount Wilson Observatory to watch 
the creep of the earth. 

Apart from this extraordinary de
velopment in seismology, it is certainly 
romantic to know that the mountains 
and valleys and rivers are gradually 
travelling north. 

During earthquakes entire mountains 
have been known to shift their position 
as much as six feet ;- but, apart from 
earthquakes, the mountains and houses 
and trees are all on the move. In fact, the 
old idea of the solid rock being so firm 
and stable is quite exploded. Everything 
is moving, not only through space with 
the earth and the solar system, but on 
the earth itself.- Things once thought to 
be fixtures are found to be no longer 
fixed. Even the " everlasting hills " are 
moving. See Wnrld Map 
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PICTURE-NEWS AND TIME MAP SHOWING THE AIR ROUTE ROUND THE WORLD 
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FROM JERUSALEM TO 
JERICHO 

A Certain Man Falls Among 
Thieves 

A certain man went down from Jerusalem 
to Jericho' and fell among thieves. 

^Ve all know from the story of the 
Good Samaritan in St. Luke's Gospel 
that the road between Jerusalem and 
Jericho was beset with robbers. 

In the nineteen centuries that have 
passed since the story was written 
hardly anything has changed on this 
road, and a traveller in Palestine todav 
might well take the New Testament for 
a guide as to the state of the countrv. 

The road between Jerusalem and 
Jericho is as dangerous in the twentieth 
century as it was in the first. Only the 
other day an American traveller, while 
motoring from Jericho to Jerusalem, was 
attacked by a party, of armed robbers. 

Bullets struck the car, but the 
chauffeur put on speed, and the party 
escaped. They had one advantage over 
the old travellers, for they were able to 
inform the police by telephone, and bv 
a clever piece of work the thieves were 
captured and taken to Jericho for trial. 

QUEER SCENE IN A STORM 
Bullock\Tragic Fate 

During a great storm along the bank 
of the River Wollondilly, New South 
Wales, a terjific wind swept along the 
valle}- and bent the willows double. 

A bullock owned by Mr. MacDonald, 
of Rossiville, was feeding directly under 
the fork of a tall tree when the hurricane 
burst. The tree, forced almost double, 
whirled downward, the forked branch 
gripping the ox from neck to flank 
and closing on the doomed animal 
like a living vice. 

To an onlooker it seemed as if the 
tree had bent and picked the animal 
off the ground. One instant the bullock 
was feeding, the next he was swinging 
in mid-air, the life crushed out of him. 

The branch had such a strong hold 
that it had to be sawn through before 
the carcase could be released. 

WHAT THE LIGHTNING DID 
240 Eggs Broken 

If a farmhouse at Dalgarno, in Aber
deenshire, had been provided . with a 
lightning-conductor it would not be in 
a half-wrecked condition as the result of 
the damage that lightning did in it. 

The storm broke at night. In one 
bedroom several of the farmer's children 
were sleeping; they were terrified to 
see a flash run all round a big iron bed
stead and then go out through the wall, 
in which it left a hole as big as a penny. 

In another room the grate was torn 
away from the fireplace and thrown 
through the door. Slates from the roof 
were picked up twenty yards away. 
Part of a gable was knocked down and 
fell with a crash. -

Great havoc was wrought -' in the 
dairy. The milk pans were upset, churns 
and separators were broken, and a case 
of 240 eggs was smashed. Then the 
lightning departed—through the garden 
wall—leaving the family terribly scared. 

OTHERLINESS 
Midland People's Self-Sacrifice 

The kindliness and sense of comrade
ship'which are in the mass of people 
have been very finely illustrated at 
Tipton, in Staffordshire, where an ex
plosion in a cartridge factory terribly 
wounded several girls, in addition to 
killing nineteen outright. 

The girls, as they lay in hospital, 
were in great danger because so much of 
their skin had been burned off. Unless 
there could be found people who would 
sacrifice strips of their skin to be grafted 
011 to the injured parts these girls, the 
doctor said, must die. 

At once came forward men and 
women alike, ready to undergo the 
painful experience of having skin taken 
from them so that the lives of the girls 
might be saved. The vicar of Tipton was 
one of the first to be operated on. 

They were,willing to bear the pain 
in order that fellow creatures should 
recover their health and not suffer anv 
unsightlv disfigurement. 

WINNING A FAMOUS PRIZE 
Council Schoolboy's Proud 

Career 
Every year Cambridge undergradu

ates compete for a prize awarded to the 
one who sends in the best poem. 

I t is called the Chancellor's Prize, 
because a chancellor of the university 
founded it a hundred years ago. Such 
famous men as Lord Tennyson, Poet 
Laureate, Lord Macaulay, and Bulwer 
Lytton carried it off in the past. 

This year it has been won by a boy 
who has worked his way up from an 
elementary school in Brockley, near 
London. From there Montague Sim
mons was sent to a secondary school ; 
then he won an open scholarship at 
Cambridge as well as one from the 
London County Council. 

He is. .only . nineteen.; Most of the-
winners of the Chancellor's Prize have 
been older than that. Will he some day 
be a famous poet or historian ? 

A MILLION SHOTS 
And One Hit 

Sir Ernest Rutherford,- lecturing at 
the Royal Institution the other day, 
explained that he has recently been 
trying to split up the nuclear region 
of an atom by firing a t i t what are known 
as alpha particles, which are the inner 
portions of helium atoms. 

The nuclear region consists of helium, 
hydrogen, and electrons; and he has 
been trying to remove the hydrogen 
nuclei. But he has found that the 
nuclear area is such a strong repellent 
that the alpha particles are thrown back, 
and he has succeeded in hitting a 
hydrogen nucleus with only one alpha 
particle in each million fired. 

If we could split up the nucleus we 
could entirely change an element, and 
Sir Ernest Rutherford, one of the greatest 
authorities on atoms in the world, has 
said that probably the elements are 
chfinging, and it is possible that, in mil
lions of years, a hydrogen atom may go 
through the entire table of the elements 
and become uranium. 

DUIKERS COME TO 
LONDON 

Little Antelopes that Drink 
from a Bottle 

Two specimens of a rare African animal 
known as Abbott's duiker have arrived 
a t the London Zoo, and a picture of 
one of them is given on the back page. 

The creature is an antelope and is 
very difficult to capture, but, thanks to 
the enterprise and energy of Sir Horace 
Byatt, Governor and Commander-in-
Chief of Tanganyika Ten-itory, who 
himself hunted the animal and brought 
home the specimens, the duikers are now 
safely housed in the Zoo. 

The duiker lives in thick forests more 
than a mile above sea-level, and in order 
to trap the animals Sir Horace Byatt 
had to track the parents to their lair 
and then seize the young. This was not 
by any means easy, for the animal is 
very nervous and sensitive, and can only 
be tracked by one who exercises the 
greatest care and skill. 

A serious difficult}' was the feeding of 
the infant duikers, but this was over
come by giving them milk from a bottle. 
As the duikerj grew older they took the 
bottle in their mouths and drank ail 
the milk it contained at one draught. 

It was, indeed, an interesting and 
amusing business to bring up the duikers 
and land them in the London Zoo, and 
Sir Horace Byatt is to be congratulated 
on his success. See World Map 

In the Auction Rooms 
The following prices have lately been paid 

in the auction rooms for objects of interest. 
A l-cent British Guiana stamp £7600 
A 5-cent New Hampshire stamp £2570 
A medieval rose-water dish . . £546 
A Caxton book of 1483 . . . £300 
A James I silver cup of 1619 . £133 

•Caxton's Chaucer, imperfect . £94 
A black marbled white butterfly £32 
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Playing the Game 
A N Australian senator has said 

• ^ a notable thing on returning 
from the Washington Conference : 
he a t t r ibuted its success chiefly 
to the behaviour of the Japanese, 
who " played the game." 

They worked for the common 
good, he said, not for their own 
selfish interests ; and they threw 
themselves whole-heartedly into 
the struggle against the common 
enemy—War. 

This metaphor appealed to the 
Australians, who are so fond of 
cricket, and for the same reason 
just now, when we are beginning 
our cricket season, it should make 
an impression upon us all. 

Everyone who plays cricket 
knows tha t the whole value and 
pleasure of the game lie in playing 
it fairly. If any player is more 
intent on his bat t ing or bowling 
average, or on any personal 
advantage, than on the advant
age of his side, he spoils cricket. 
AJ1 must loyally work toge ther ; 
all must play the game. 

Wherever human beings act 
in concert success must depend 
upon all-playing the game. Sel
fishness poisons their endeavours ; 
it creates suspicion, arouses 
jealousy, and gives rise to fear. 

Is it not a noble lesson tha t this 
playing the game at Washington 
taught the statesmen of Europe ? 
Wha t a different sort of world we 
might be living in if all govern
ments played the game. 

The enemies we are fighting 
against—Hatred and Force, Hun
ger and Homelessness, Unem
ployment, Oppression, Loss of 
Trade—can only be conquered by 
a united effort. The world can 
only be won back to sanity, can 
only be made safe for the men, 
women, and children of all lands 
by the determination of their 
statesmen to give everyone " a 
square deal ." So long as we 
have one country eager to be 
the first to benefit and another 
anxious to prevent someone else 
from benefiting, and a third only 
interested in making itself safe, 
we shall never gain ground. 

" Ah, yes ! " someone objects, 
" but this is not like cricket. A 
cricket team has a captain, who 
tells it what to do ; we have no 
captain. How can we combine?" 

No captain ! Is tha t t rue ? 
Then indeed is the world in 
sorry plight. Then one can 
understand why it was left to a 
Hindu at Geneva to say : " The 
Assembly of the League of 
Nations speaks of many things 
and many people, bu t it says 
nothing about God." 

We must see tha t tha t indict
ment is not t rue . If a thing is not 
of God, it cannot prosper ; if it is 
of God, it cannot fail. God is the 
captain of our salvation. We 
have to believe in our captain, 
to have faith in his leadership, 
to follow him to the end. We 
have to play the game, 

THE EDITOR'S TABLE 
© £3 Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London 

above the hidden waters of the ancient River Fleet, the 
cradle of the Journalism of the world 
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What People Want 
•yj/E hear everlastingly about what 

the public wants, but it is 
surely as plain as the noonday sun : 
the public wants good things. 

Half the theatres in London are 
filled with rubbishy plays and half 
the kinema houses with rubbishy 
films, and half the things that are 
supposed to 'enter ta in the public are 
not fit for children to see. 

Then comes" along a Gilbert and 
Sullivan season, and it takes the town 
by storm and ends at last with a 
hundred thousand people disap
pointed that they could n ever get a seat. 

If only those who entertain us knew 
what is-so plain for all to see, how 
bright a', place would London be ! 
What we hope to see before our day 
is done is a Shakespeare theatre and a 
Gilbert and Sullivan opera house 
in London, at least, if not in every 
great city in the land. I t is not Drink 
that will give i\s a bright London ; 
Shakespeare ,and Gilbert and Sullivan 
are worth all the Drink that ever 
ran out of a bottle's neck. 

Situation Vacant 
r^ExoA has come at the right time. 

Everyone is saying now what a 
few have been saying for three years ; 
it is the way of the world to follow the 
thoughtful few. The speeches of 
politicians are forgotten the next day, 
but the thoughtful speech of a res
ponsible bank manager makes a per
manent impression on the public mind. 

All the bankers are now saying that 
we must do everything in our power 
to restore Great Britain's trade with 
Germany. They say that we -shall 
have millions of people out of work 
until that restoration is effected.- Our 
national solvency is threatened. If 
we would get busy Europe must shake 
hands all round, and drop the idea of 
waiting for impossible indemnities. 

I t seems a pity that.: these out
spoken bankers did not ' -say these 
things three years ago. Why did they 
not say then that the idea of such 
huge indemnities was quite impossible? 
The politicians are almost always 
wrong, and those who really know are 
almost always silent until it is too late. 

There is one situation for ever 
vacant in our national life—the place 
of a true leader. What every nation 
needs is a man who knows, who is not 
afraid to speak the truth, and whose 
life is governed by fixed principles. 

as " . • . 

The Old Wives' Prayer 
Holy-rood, come forth and shield 
Us in the city and the field; 
Safely guard us, now and aye, 
From the blast that burns by day; 
And those sounds that us affright 
In the dead of dampish night. 

.Drive all hurtful fiends us fro' • 
By the time the cocks first crow. 

ROBF.RT HEPRICK 

PETER PUCK 
WANTS 

TO KNOW 
How to relieve 
the Straits of 

Dover 

Found Out 
_Â  G iioiAN has discovered that 

the Kaiser made the war. I t 
was almost certain that he would be 
found out. 

© 
Tip-Cat 

""THE Houses of Parliament are now 
open to the public every Saturday. 

But even this won't solve the housing 
problem. 

B 
Q A S , in the opinion of a distinguished 

colonel, is the cheapest . form of 
destruction. Cheap and nasty. 

Q 
A N alderman wonders what is the good 

of a perfect education to a. man. 
who has to hold the 
p l o u g h . R o b e r t 
Burns could h a v e 
told him. 

THIEVES are steal
ing we a t h e r r 

vanes. A new form 
of air-craft. 

0 • . ' . 

JJATTERS w a n t to 
bring the bowler 

back into fashion. 
Well, t h e cricket 
season is here. 

H 

A ' M I L L I O N A I R E 

' baronet cannot 
imagine that many 
people can be starv

ing. He imagines that, at the worst, 
they live on fancy bread. 

• 
J^s old lady in Bedford has never seen'a 

railway line.' Yet Bedford is full 
of sleepers. 

• 
T"E dress-circle : A tailors' club. 

j<\ MORNING paper is insuring its readers 
for "every 24 hours of every day." 

It does not tell us how many 24 hours 
there are in its days. 

© . ' • • • 

Time is Moving On 
]YJR. GLADSTONE used to~say tha t 

the time of Parliament was 
the treasure of the People. Unfor
tunately that treasure is often wasted. 

Go into the House of Commons on 
almost any evening of the week, and 
members will be seen addressing a very 
small audience of perhaps a dozen 
people. The rest of the members are 
in the Library, the Smoking-room, or 
Lobby : they, know they would hear 
very little of interest if they went into 
the House. 

In order to check the length of 
speeches a proposal has been discussed 
in the Commons that, clocks should 
be put up to remind the speakers that 
time passes. 

Of course, this proposal met with de
termined opposition, especially from 
those members who most frequently 
offend, and the proposal was defeated 
by a large majority ; but it is good to 
set Parliament thinking now and then 
of the most solemn thing in all the 
world—the Flight of Time. 

The Wind, My Heart, 
and I 

A SECOND edition has been published 
•'*• by Messrs. Methuen of Miss May 
Doney's " Songs of the Real," a book 
of genuine poetry first published six
teen years ago. 

The writer is a mystic, who ethe-
realises all tha t she touches. In her the 
poet's eye keeps company with purity 
of heart. All of her songs are happily 
short, yet rounded and complete. 

We take this vigorous picture of a 
winter day on the Open Road. 

O ! the wind's awake, roaming down 
and brake, 

And the road's swept hard and clean ; 
There's a world so wide stretching 

either side 
To a frost-starred edge of green; 
There's a goal to win ere the sun goes 

in 
And the day and the impulse die ; 

And it 's O ! but three jolly mates 
we'll be, 

The wind, my heart, and I ! 

0 ! the ferrule's ring and the rhythmic 
swing 

Of my step and my stick in time, 
As the views unroll round my joyous 

soul 
And my thoughts and my pulses 

rhyme! 
What 's a bracing score of sweet miles, 

or more. 
When you've bidden the town good

bye ? 
You should hear us shout all the glad

ness out, 
The wind, my heart, and I. 

Shines an evening star o'er a roof afar, 
And a lamp in the dusk burns gold ; 

0 ! the home-way's sweet to my con
quering feet, 

As the arms of the night unfold.; 
And the wind has spent all its wild 

intent, 
And breathes but a happy sigh, 

For we're going to nest where our joys 
dream best, 

The wind and my heart and I. 
There is a sweetness in the poet's 

strain that makes us wish that it 
might be prolonged, or repeated. 

@> 

Alice 
By O u r Country Girl 

" D O O R Alice ! " sighed my friend, 
* half to herself. 
" WThy poor Alice ? " I asked. 

.-" I t is the day'of her operation." 
" A serious one ? " 
" Her tonsils are to be removed." 
" Well, that ' s nothing." 
" I t is something ; it 's everything 

to poor Alice." 
• " Who is Alice ? " 

" Oh, she's a girl with a wonderful 
voice ! Some of us arranged things, 
and she was having a training. She 
was doing marvellously fill she kept 
having tonsilitis." 

" Well, i t 's a good thing that she's 
having them taken away." 

" You don't understand. I t may 
mean that her voice will alter." 

" That would be hard luck." 
• " She had got very fond of some of 

her fellow students, got to like people 
who knew about books and painting 
and ideas. And if her voice is ruined she 
will have to go back to her old work.'' 

" What was she before ? " -
" A housemaid." 
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HE MADE THE 
WORLD BETTER 

WHAT SIR PATRICK 
MANSON DID 

Story of One of the Greatest 
Discoveries Ever Made 

CONQUERING PLAGUE-SPOTS 
Dying at the age of 78, Sir Patrick 

Manson had lived so long after the great 
work he did for the world that its 
greatness was hardly realised. 

Others who came after him and de
veloped his discoveries in the field of 
tropical diseases were better known 
than lie—Sir Ronald Ross, for example. 
•13ut it was Maiison's patient labour for 
close on fifty years that turned know
ledge into the channel that enabled 
many parts of the world once regarded 
as plague-spots to be made as safe as 
health resorts. 

As a young Scottish doctor, son of a 
fanner in Aberdeenshire, he. went to the 
Far East, and was puzzled by many of 
"the diseases he found prevalent there. 
l ie could not discover what caused 
them until he heard of the organism 
found by Dr. Timothy Lewis, another 
pioneer, in the blood of certain Indians. 

Revolution in Medicine 
At once Manson tested the blood of a 

number of Chinese among whom he was 
living, and learned that this organism, 
a tiny, eel-like creature, was in at least 
half of them. 

Next he set-to work to trace this germ 
of disease to its origin. How did it pass 
from one human body to another ? He 
found that in some very abnormal 
persons there was a large creature, four 
inches long sometimes, which was the 
parent of the tiny ones. But how did 
the tiny ones get into the blood of other 
people ? That was the problem which 
occupied Manson's thoughts. 

Suddenly he said to himself, " Can 
they be carried by mosquitoes ? " and 
there he hit upon one of the discoveries 
that have revolutionised medicine in the 
tropics. He encouraged mosquitoes to 
bite a" Chinese, who agreed to undergo 
this experience in the interest of science. 
The Chinese was, he knew, inhabited -by 
the organism of a certain disease. 

Mosquito Found Guilty 
As soon as possible he dissected the 

mosquitoes, and in them he found, as he 
had expected, the organism they had 
taken from the blood of the patient. 

Here was proof that the mosquito 
was the disease-carrier. If mosquitoes 
could be eliminated there would be 
no way in which the germs could be 
transmitted from one body to another. 

Immediately the prospect was opened 
up of making places that had been 
deadly to white people on account of 
the prevalence in them of yellow fever, 
malaria, and other plagues, healthy and 
safe to live in. 

The importance of mosquito-nets for 
sleeping under was emphasised. Gauze 
screens, to prevent the entrance of mos
quitoes into houses, were put over doors 
and windows,, and methods of killing off 
the pestilent carriers of disease were 
out in practice. 

Winning a Good Reputation 
The Panama Canal zone, which before 

the Americans went there had been 
disastrous to white men's health, was 
cleared up and completely purified of 
its bad reputation. 

Manson's resolute and persevering 
study of the problem, over which so 
many other doctors before him had 
shrugged their shoulders, was well re
warded. He was made Medical Adviser 
to the Colonial Office, and became 
director of a school of tropical medicine 
in London. 

The world owes him a big debt: He 
left it a vastly healthier and better 
place than it was when he came into i t ; 
and no man could have a finer epitaph 
than that. I 

NEWS FROM EVERYWHERE 
The new Earl of St. Germans formerly 

"worked, as a bank clerk in Malvern. 
A man in New Jersey, America, fell 

100 feet off a cliff into a snowbank, and 
was no worse for his experience. 

Air Crash in Chin3 
A large aeroplane flying at Paotingfu, 

in China, crashed to the ground and its 
crew of 17 Chinese were killed. 

Green Diamond Found 
A green diamond weighing a carat 

and a half has been found in the 
Bloemhof district near Johannesburg. 

Freak of the Weather 
. The strange phenomenon witnessed 
several times last year when the French 
coast appeared quite near to England 
has again been seen at Deal. 

A starling flying across the links at 
Thorpe Hall, Essex, was killed by a ball. 

Last year 2845 people were killed 
and 61,272 injured in street accidents in 
the United Kingdom. 

•s Christening an Airship 
Liquid air instead of wine was used in 

christening a United States airship the 
other day. 

Silver IVIine in CornwaEI 
A silver mine that is said to yield 147 

ounces of silver to a ton of ore has been 
discovered in the Glynn Valley, Cornwall. 

Working for Nothing for Forty Years 
Mr. J. Bloxsidge, of Ibstone, Bucks, 

has just resigned the office of overseer 
and rate collector, which he has filled for 
forty years without remuneration. 

AS IN JULIUS CAESAR'S DAY 

Two corccle fishermen off to the fishing-ground 

The coracle fleet getting ready 

When Julius Caesar came to Britain nearly two thousand years ago he found the people 
using the round wicker boats we call coracles. As can be seen in these photographs, taken 
on the River Tivy, in Wales, coracles are still used by fishermen, who make them of willow 
and calico, painted with tar. A new flsheries Bill is now threatening the rights of these 

primitive fishermen 

TIGRIS FISHERMEN 

Queer Way of Catching Fish 
The men who live on £he banks of the 

Tigris in Mesopotamia have a strange 
way of catching fish. 

The fishing is going on at this season, 
and the method employed certainly 
shows a good deal df ingenuity. Ground-
bait is laid in the river, consisting of 
dough with a small proportion of opium 
mixed with it, and when the fish swallow 
this* they are stupefied, and float at the 
surface of the water. 

Then the Arabs go out on the river 
and collect the fish, riding on inflated 
sheepskins, exactly as their predecessors 
did in the days of Nebuchadnezzar. 

We have pictures among the ancient 
inscriptions of men swimming or riding 
on inflated skins in the Tigris, and today 
the same thing, done in the same way, 
can be seen. The fishermen paddle and 
steer with their feet while using the net 
with their hands. See World Map 

NEW LAW IN FORCE 

Parliament Does a Good Thing 
A splendid Act of Parliament has now 

come into force-—an Act which makes 
it an offence to import the feathers or 
skins of birds, excepting those of the 
ostrich and the eider duck (from which 
eider-down quilts are obtained) unless 
special permission has been given by 
the authorities. 

Many species of beautiful birds have 
been almost exterminated in order to 
supply the demand for feathers to trim 
hats with and for women to wear in 
their hair. It was very difficult to in
duce members of the House of Commons 
to vote for the Act. The traders in 
feathers organised in defence of their 
business and almost succeeded in de
feating the measure. 

Now the market for such spoils of 
wild nature is closed in this country, and 
it is to be hoped that it will soon be 
closed all over the world. 

MUSIC FROM SPACE 
Evening Concerts by 

Wireless 
GREAT TREAT FOR AMATEURS 

By Our Marconi Correspondent 

The- weekly wireless telephone con
certs given by the Marconi Scientific 
Instrument Company, from their station 
near Chelmsford, are being enjoyed by an 
audience scattered over the country from 
Land's End to John o' Groat's. 

The concerts, with different music 
every week', are given on Tuesdays, and 
begin at 7 p.m. (summer time). The 
music and speeches last until 7.25 p.m., 
but five intervals of two minutes each 
are included in this time. So the concerts 
actually last a quarter of an hour, which, 
is all the Post Office allow at the present 
time, after two years of persuasion ! 

After the telephony a series of tele
graphic signals are sent out on carefully 
measured wave-lengths, in order to 
enable enthusiastic amateurs to test the 
coils and other apparatus which they are 
so fond of making themselves. 

Instruments That Cost Little 
The apparatus necessary for the -en

joyment of these novel concerts costs 
but a few pounds, and its upkeep costs 
next to nothing. People within twenty 
to thirty, miles of Chelmsford are near 
enough "to receive the music "on what, is 
called a " crystal " receiver, which can 
be obtained or made very cheaply 
indeed ; but for longer distances valve 
receivers should be used.' 

It should be remembered that these, 
receivers' will pick up, in addition to 
the Chelmsford concerts, the time-
signals from the Eiffel Tower, ships 
working wireless at sea, . aeroplanes, 
talking by " wireless to aerodromes, 
weather reports, and many other inter
esting and useful messages which all dav 
are passing through space unheard and 
generally unsuspected by the general 
public. Picture on back page 

DEATH STOPS A GREAT 
FLIGHT 

Ross Smith's Round-the-World 
Route 

TRAGIC END OF A DREAM 
Once again the air has taken a heavy 

toll of the brave men who were endea
vouring to conquer it. • 

Sir Ross Smith, who flew to Australia 
in 1019, was preparing to fly round the 
world with his brother, and had already 
planned out his route as shown on our 
world map. 

A tragic stroke of fate has intervened, 
however. With Lieutenant Bennett, 
one of his companions on the Australian 
journey, who was to fly round the world 
with him, Sir Ross Smith was testing 
the machine that had been selected for 
the great voyage, when it crashed to 
the ground at Brooktands, and both 
Sir Ross Smith and Lieutenant Bennett 
were killed. 

Nothing that Jules Verne ever 
imagined in his most inspired moments 
outvies the cold reality-of the task that 
was to be undertaken by the adventurous 
Australians. They were to begin their 
flight from Croydon early in May, going 
first to Lyons and thence to Rangoon, 
via the same route that they followed on. 
the flight to Australia. They were then 
to make for Tokio, where a spare engine 
was to await them, to be fitted if wanted. 

Flying due north from Tokio, they 
were to make for the far north of Japan 
and cross the Pacific to Alaska via the 
Aleutian Archipelago. They would then 
have crossed Canada to Toronto, where 
a second spare engine would await them, 
and the last part of the journey across 
the Atlantic might have been made in 
one flight or in stages via the Azores. 

I t is a sad end to two brave men, but 
no doubt the preparatory work done bv 
them will be utilised by others. 
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ON TO THE WAY 
AFRICA 

What a Boy Saw 
LANCASHIRE LAD'S DIARY OF 

TWENTY DAYS AT SEA 
Here are some. jottings by a 14-year-old 

schoolboy from the neighbourhood of .Manches
ter, made while going out to Port Elizabeth, in 
South Africa: with a note or two of what has 
struck him there! 

. Saturday. Ill all da}'. In the Bay of 
Biscay. .• • 

Sunday.- Saw Cape TenerifTe and the 
Spanish coast from the top • bunk. 
Afternoon, saw a school of porpoises. 

Monday. Saw a whale spurting water 
up. Games. 

Tuesday'. At Madeira. Portuguese 
brought fruit and wares aboard. Bought 
a pound, of grapes for sixpence. Diving 
boys a source of great amusement. You 
could see them right clown" in the sea as 
the water was very clear. 

Wednesday. Nothing but sea. Sat 
and ate fruit all day. 
.. Thursday. Saw some fiying fish. The 

sea was a pure ultramarine speckled with 
white. More porpoises. 

Friday. Nothing but sea, not even 
porpoises. ; ' ' 
: Saturday. Nearing the tropics. Get

ting hot. Swallows on the ship. 
Sunday. Went to church on the ship. 

Band played and captain preached. 
Ship rolling badly. 

Monday. In the tropics. Sea a dirty, 
murky colour. The tropics not blazing 
hot, but a dirty, sticky heat. 
. Tuesday. Still in tropics. Sea still 
a dirty green. Concert. 

Wednesday. Not quite so hot, but 
we are still in the tropics. The stewards 
have white coats. 

Thursday. Hurrah ! We are out of 
the tropics. Sports tomorrow.' 

Friday. Sports. Won two prizes. 
Saturday. Concert. Adults' fancv-

dress ball. 
Sunday. Church, a minister preach

ing. Saw albatrosses 9 feet from tip to 
tip of their wings. 

Monday. Capetown. Table Moun
tain is a fine mountain. I stayed on the 
boat. Got some biscuits off the stewards 
I made friends with, and gave them to 
the seagulls. 

Tuesday. Leaving Capetown. Coast 
still in sight, and will be more or less to 
Port Elizabeth. 

Wednesday. Coast still in sight. 
Nothing much to do. 

Thursday. Arrivel at last. Port 
Elizabeth is before us. We have just 
missed the first tug. Here is the next. 
All aboard ! The spray is coming over 
the side. I t is fine fun here ! 

The first things I see and hear in the 
morning at Port Elizabeth are the. ox-
waggons. Imagine an English dray, 
piled with wood and pulled by 12 oxen 
at a walking pace, led by a little black 
boy and driven by a black man, shabbily 
dressed, who has a whip with a bamboo 
10 feet long for a handle and a lash 
16 feet long, and that is an ox-waggon. 

Birds ! Oh, how I miss the sparrows, 
starlings, thrushes, and other songsters ! 
The birds here never sing like the British 
birds. The}- are .prettily coloured, but 
make noises like a file rubbing on stone. 

C. B. Fry to CM. Readers 
A Splendid Power in Life That 
We Can Build Up for Ourselves 

HOW YOU SHOULD READ A BOOK 

THE C.N. IN JAPAN 
A reader living in the far-away island of 

Saghalien, off Siberia, an island now under the 
rule of Japan, answers our question, " What 
do you do with your C.N. ? " 

My Japanese friends are greatly 
interested in the C.N., and I pass mam-
pleasant hours translating i t . to them, 
for they cannot speak English. Then 
1 distribute my copies among them, 
and I need not tell you how warmly 
they appreciate it. 

You may imagine how eagerly I look 
forward to its arrival in this lonely 
island. Saghalien is one huge forest of 
pine trees, and the main industry the 
manufacture of pulp for making paper. 

Books have two values. A book is 
•worth what you can get for it, and it is 
also worth what you can get out of it. 
And what you can get out of a book 
depends, curiously enough, on what you 
can put into it. 

To recognise this is to possess the 
principle of successful reading ; and the 
number of people who read many books 
quite unsuccessfully is amazing. The 
reason is that so many people are under 
the erroneous persuasion that by holding 
their heads to the book the book will 
pour itself out into their minds, as a 
water-butt can be tapped into a bucket. 

An Important Truth 
But every process of our minds is 

essentially a process of growth whereby 
we become something that we had it in 
us to be but were not yet. 

Words fail me to express to you the 
importance of this truth ; I can only 
recommend it to you as a pearl of great 
price. Incidentally, you may detect 
the very serious effect upon us of reading 
bad books instead of good ones. When 
you read bad or second-rate books you 
are becoming something thereby. 

When I used to be very interested in 
cricket I read books on the game, and 
found such advice as that in cutting 
" one must get well over the ball." I 
knew that before : what I wanted to be 
told was how to do it, and this I did not 
find. I do not want to treat you in 
that way. 

Well, to read for value you must make 
an effort; you must set your mind work
ing. I t is your mind's work which, 
hand-in-hand with the work of the 
writer, makes successful reading. How 
can one do this ? 

Using the Mind 
You must read not merely the words 

and the sentences ; you must in-read 
the ideas. That is, as you read you must 
not do so with the mental attitude of 
intending merely to remember what you 
are reading, still less of merely taking in 
the matter just at the time. No, you 
must be after building into the existing 
edifice of your mind, into what your 
knowledge already is, the ideas the book 
is providing and you are acquiring. 

This means that as you read you must 
have your own existing ideas all alive 
ready to hand, so that they • combine 
with the ideas of the writer of the book, 
and make thus a growing organism, as it 
were, of your own mind. . ' . 

A mind does not grow as a house is 
built, brick separately imposed on brick ; 
it grows more as your body grows and 
lives by digesting food, assimilating it, 
turning bread into your' own tissues. 
Food that is not digested does nothing 
for you—except, perhaps, give you 
indigestion. No, you must as you read 
turn the stuff over and over in your 
mind in amalgamation and assimilation 
with your mind's contents ; you must 
be considering, criticising, .comparing 
calmly and fruitfully, all the time. 
It is your mind's work that endows the 
book with its value for.you.' 

Books Worth Reading 
Of course I am thinking of books 

that are worth reading. When you read 
you should swiftly pause after each 
sentence and revise its contents to your
self, and bo sure you have grasped the 
ideas introduced by the writer. After 
each paragraph you should quickly 
epitomise to yourself its contents. After 
each'chapter you should do the same. 
You are then proving to yourself that 
your mind has digested and absorbed, 
and become itself, what you have read. 

At first you - will find this trouble
some, but soon you will find it easy. 
Thus your power of genuine acquisition 
will astonish you. What is more, you 
will find a delight in reading even rather 
stiff books. I t is a splendid power to 
gain, this power of acquisitive reading ; 
it opens to you a fairyland which you 
can make your own. 

True, it of ten happens that you find 
you have not understood a sentence and 
have not grasped the contents of a 
paragraph. There is only one remedy. 
Read it again. If necessary, read it a 
third time, searching into it. Then, if 
you still fail, probably your mind is tired, 
and you had better put the book aside 
till tomorrow. 

Mastering a Big Volume 
But, above all, you must never give up 

till you are sure that for the time being 
you are not doing well with your book. 
Never give in to a book. I t is better far 
to be beaten in a fight with another boy 
and be punched into a jelly than to be 
beaten by a book. 

Personally, I absolutely refuse to be 
beaten by a book. I have a boo]; about 
two-and-a-half inches thick which I have 
been reading for two years ; it is a stiff 
book on Philosophy, but I am taking it 
with me to India, and, all being well, 
shall bring it back, and I promise you I 
will make the contents of that book my 
own before I have done with it. I 
practise what I preach, anyhow, so you 
can be sure you have one pal in your mis
fortunes with troublesome books. 

Boys and girls are often bothered with 
text-books at school. Some text-books, 
especially books on mathematics, are 
most aggravating ; they try to be too 
pompous and they leave out steps neces
sary for the learner's understanding. 

' Never Be Beaten 
When I came down from Oxford I 

knew no mathematics ; I could not do 
a multiplication sum in algebra. Years 
afterwards I came to a sea-training estab
lishment, which I wanted to make a 
success, and there one . had to know 
mathematics. So I jolly well set about 
it and got pretty well on top of the 
subject. But. I had to teach myself, and 
I found I had to get about six books on 
each branch so that I could find in one or 
the other the steps that the rest left out. 

Mathematicians, even in arithmetic, 
love long names for simple things. 
There is a thing called the differential 
calculus, which frightened me till I 
found out it was really not such a 
genuine bogey as its name suggested. 
Never be put off by long names ; a cat 
is a cat even if it is a tortoiseshell cat 
and called Ahasuerus. Moreover, what 
one fool can do another can. Never 
let a book beat you. You need not. 

Life and Colour in History 
We have been, thinking of serious 

books ; but there are books we read for 
pleasure. Even these demand something 
of us. We have in our language the most 
beautiful • poetry. Few people read 
poetry; it is a great loss to them. Great 
poetry helps us to feel finely and beauti
fully, just as other great books help us 
to think and know finely and well. We 
can grow in fine feeling just as we can 
grow in fine thought and in valuable 
knowledge. 

There is so much to say ; but one tip 
I believe worth while is this. If you are 
studying history, find out all novels and 
stories, usually called historical novels, 
about the period you are studying. Your 
instructor will, give you their names. 
Read them, and you will find that they 
give life and colour and reality, flesh and 
blood, to your history lesson. C. B. F. 

THE WEEK IN HISTORY 
ONE OF THE WORLD'S 

CHIEF FIGURES 

Many-Sided Genius of Leonardo 
da Vinci 

BRILLIANT ARTIST WITH A 
SCIENTIFIC MIND 

April 30. The Chevalier Bayard killed in Italy 1524 
May 1.'.'Joseph Addison born at Milston . . 1672 
2. Leonardo da Vinci died near Amboise . . 1519 
3.' Jamaica discovered by Columbus . . . . 1494 
4. Professor Huxley born at Ealing . . . . . 1825 
5. Napoleon I died at St. Helena . . . . . . 1821 
6. Eppinj Forest opened to the public . . . . 1882 

Leonardo da Vinci, one of the world's 
greatest, painters, died near Amboise, in 
France, at the age of 67, on May 2, 1519, 
to the great grief of the French king, 

Francis I, who ap
preciated' h i m far 
more than his Italian 
fellow-countrymen. 

Like most of the 
g r e a t p a i n t e r s , - - -
Leonardo had passed 
from city to city to 
find patrons. He 
w a s b o r n n e a r 

Leonardo da Vinci Florence, and at the 
age of twenty was accepted there as a 
painter on his own account, free of 
the schools. 

But his interests were many besides 
painting. He was a sculptor, architect, 
musician, poet, engineer, mathema
tician, student of science, a writer of 
books, and a philosopher. 

The wide range of his abilities, com
bined with his charming manners and 
handsome features, drew much attention 
to him, but he never concentrated 
enough on one or two lines of effort to 
justify fully his high repute by the 
works left when he died. Much of his 
time was spent in engineering. 

Paintings That Have Crumbled 
• Many of his paintings have been lost 
and some have crumbled away, so that 
his fame depends on quite a few existing 
works. The two of greatest fame are 
The Last Supper, painted on the 
wall of the old monks' dining-room 
attached to a church in Milan; and 
Mona Lisa, a beautiful woman with 
a mysterious smile that leaves us guess
ing at its meaning. This last picture 
was stolen from the Louvre picture 
gallery in Paris in 1911, and was found 
and returned two years later. 

The Last Supper shows the questioning 
agitation among our Lord's disciples 
when He told them that one of them 
would betray Him. Though it is perish
ing, and has had to be repainted, it is 
probably the most admired picture in 
the world. 

Leonardo painted first in Florence, 
then in Milan, then again in Florence, 
where he competed against Michael 
Angelo, and later in Rome. 

Student of Everything 
. Like his younger rival Michael Angelo, 

he was prolific in great schemes which 
he did not complete. But his influence 
oyer the artists of his day was great, and 
he led them to study Nature directly and 
closely rather than paint from what 
they saw in pictures. 

Leonardo was a student of everything 
around him, and made note's of the 
reasons why things are as they arc. 
That is, he had a scientific mind. In his 
note-books have been found signs that 
he was on the track of many modern 
discoveries that it might have been dan
gerous to make public in those days of 
superstition and ignorance. 

I t is pleasing to know that this great 
man of many-sided genius spent his 
later years in honour and comfort 
through the admiring friendship of the-
King of France 
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A WREN'S DESERTED 
HOMES 

Mystery of Its Many Nests 
DECEIVING THE ENEMY 

By Our Country Correspondent 

A correspondence has been going on"in the 
Times about the many empty wrens' nests 
found in the countryside. 

The nesting of the common, or Jenny, 
wren which is now going on has raised 
again the'question of its marly'nests.. . 

As a i r Nature-lovers and country 
dwellers know, a very large proportion 
of the wrens' nests that are found arc 
unfinished and contain no eggs. The 
reason for.this has always been,some
thing of. a mystery. . 

At one time it was supposed that the 
bird was particularly sensitive to inter
ference, a n d ' t h a t it abandoned nest 
after nest because while it Ayas' absent 
the nest had.been touched by somebody. 
That, however, is not' a very satisfactory-
explanation for so persislcjit' a :prattice. 
Where nests have been watched and'are 
known not to have been, touched "they 
have, nevertheless, been abandoned.'•[••. 

Another idea is that the birds Cannot 
make up their minds exactly-where.; to 
build. They select site after site-and 
start building nests, .".and then.,finally 
complete the one most suitable. ; ,'' ' 

The most likely solution of tlie prob
lem is that which was given many years 
ago and lias been confirmed by- com
petent observers since. It is that the 
female wren .refuses to allow her -mate-
to help her with the building, and, he, 
therefore, so as not to remain idle, begins 
to build on his own account. 

l ie works hard, and sometimes begins 
as many as half a dozen nests, all near 
the lien's nest, but he does not;finish. 
I hem nor. attempt to line them with 

. feathers,-as his mate docs hers. ,.It is 
these malc'nests that we find so often. 

The half-finished nests, however, are 
not useless, for they help to protect the 
hen bird and her eggs and offspring. 
They are always in fairly conspicuous 
places, so that .the uninitiated foe is 
attracted by them,-and regards them as 
the actual nest used as a family home. 
All the time the real nest is carefully 
concealed in some obscure spot, and 
its outside matches the colour of its 
surroundings.' - ' ' • 

The entrance hole is in the side, and 
the top is domed for the better conceal
ment of the five to eight eggs, which arc 
white, spotted-with red. -'"-' 

THE MOON NEXT WEEK 

The moon at 9 p.m., summer-time, on May 3 

Newspaper Notes and Queries 
What is a Bee-hive Hut ? A pre

historic'dwelling of stone built in the 
dome shape of an old bee-skep. 

What does l.b.w. mean ? Leg before 
wicket. It means that if the batsman's 
leg had not been in the way the ball 
would have hit the wicket. 

What does Diapason mean? Tt is 
a musical term having many meanings : 
i. A term for the whole octave. 2. A 
rule, or scale, by which the pipes of 
organs, the holes of flutes, and so on, are. 
adjusted to give the proper proportion 
to tones and semitones. 3. One of the 
stops of an organ. 4. Poets use it as a 
synonym for harmony. 

40,000 FARMS FROM 
A DESERT 

Enormous Area Saved 
. From Waste 

TRIUMPH OF GOOD GOVERNMENT 
The great Reclamation Service of the 

United States, the Government depart
ment that rescues desert lands from 
waste and," supplying them with water, 
changes the wilderness into a garden, has 
now reclaimed over three million acres. 

That means t h a t ' a combined area 
nearly half as large'as Belgium of-what 
was once desert waste has now become 
well-irrigated and well-tilled country, 
producing valuable crops for food and 
other purposes. ' ' , '1 . 

The reclaimed territories include 31 
different areas in 15 States, and the work 
has involved the moving of 174 million 
cubic yards of earth, the construction of 
12,000 miles of canals, and the building 
of 100 great dams to hold up reserves of 
water for irrigation. 

Great Public Service 
The cost of these. 31 irrigation projects 

has been about £30,000,000, but the 
crops raised in a single year are now 
valued at about £20,000,000, so that the 
Reclamation Service is not merely a 
great work for the public good showing 
only a sentimental, value, it is a highly 
prosperous commercial undertaking, and 
the 40,060 nourishing farms into which 
the reclaimed land has been divided are 
all busy centres' of industry, producing 
wealth of the best kihd for the nation._ 

These figures do not include the many 
small irrigation projects' that owe their 
inception" to private enterprise. They 
deal only with the . Government's re
clamation work. The private schemes 
add very considerably to the total 
acreage won from the desert. 
• The early irrigation canals were simply 

channels excavated from the earth and 
unlincd; but all the latest have concrete 
beds and walls. The saving in water 
that would otherwise sink through the 
bed of the canal is so great that the cost 
of using the expensive concrete is soon 
paid for again and again. 

Canal Loses Its Water 
The American Department" of Agri

culture has investigated the matter, and 
finds that as much as 40 per cent, of the 
water in an unlined canal is sometimes 
lost through the bed. The concrete lining, 
therefore, saves two-fifths of the total 
water supply, that is '-reserved for irri
gation purposes. 

Further, the lined canals are free from 
weeds, which become a great nuisance in 
unlined channels, and, finally, the water 
can be passed through a lined canal at a 
much greater speed than through an 1111-
lined one. Tests recently made showed 
that in some cases a; million and a half 
cubic feet of water per hour could be run 
through a lined channel as against Only 
T 73,000 cubic feet passing through an 
unlined canal. ' 

This Reclamation Service of the 
United States is one of the greatest 
triumphs of good government to be 
found in the world today. 

OLD JACK SCHOOLIE 
How He Could Follow a Track 

Perhaps the oldest of the Australian 
aborigines has lately died at. the age of 
101. His name was Jack Sclioolie, and 
he was commonly known as King Jacky. 

t ie was known all over the district 
where he was living, Pindari, for his 
skill with cattle and horses, up to the 
age of go, and for the instinct of observa
tion by which he could follow a track 
that an ordinary man could not see at all. 

jacky was a full-blooded aboriginal, 
and perhaps the last of the men 'who 
linked together the old life of the 
native with the new life of civilisation. 

C.N. QUESTION BOX 
Little Puzzles in Natural History 

Answered by Our Natural Historian 

All questions must be asked on postcards, 
and not more than one question on each cant. 

Is Watercress Good for a Linnet? 
Certainly, if it will eat it. 

Of What is Artificial Silk Made? . 
It is made from wood-pulp, the same 

material that this paper is made from. 
Which is the Largest Insect? 

The giant owl moth of Brazil, which 
measures Clearly a foot across from tip 
to tip of the expanded wings. 

Are All Corals Either Red or White ? 
No ; corals are found of many colours! 

including various shades of blue and 
also black. " Some of them are exceed
ingly beautiful. 
Does the Partridge Ever Roost in Trees ? 

No; its habits are terrestrial—that is, 
it lix-'(5s and nests on the ground, and, 
having.no .occasion--for upward flight, 
very rarely rises far from the ground. 

What is the Difference Between a Seal 
and a Sea-Lion ?' 

Seal is a. general term for the members 
of a family of carnivorous mammals of 
which there are many species. One of 
these is the sea-lion. . • -. 

What is Gossamer? 
.Gossamer, that is so common on 

bushes in the countryside in autumn, is 
composed of floating threads produced 
by a tiny' spider, which uses the thread 
as an aeroplane or balloon on whicli to 
sail from'place to place. • . . 

Why do the Fur -Bear ing -An ima ls o f 
Canada Have Long Coats? • 

All fur-bearing animals living in the 
cold',north, whether of Europe, Asia, 01-
AmeriCa, have coats which get thicker 
in winter.: This is a natural provision. 

What is the Use of the Greenfly ? 
If thismeans of what use is it to man, 

the answer is that as far as w_e know it 
is oE no use, but merely a pest. But 
creatures that are a pest'to man may in 
certain conditions play a useful part in 
the general scheme of nature. 

Are the Stars Inhabited Worlds ? 
No one.can say if there are inhabited 

worlds in distant space, but the bright 
stars we see are balls of fire, and there
fore unable "to have - life upon them. 
Some astronomers have supposed Mars 
may have living beings, but, of course, it 
is only a speculation. 
When Can the Death's Head Moth Larva 

and Cocoon be Found ? 
The larva, or caterpillar, is found from 

June to September on the potato plant, 
woody .nightshade, . jasmine, tomato, 
and other plants; and the chrysalis from 
September' to about July in the ground. 

Why Does a Bird Flap Its Wings when 
; Near the Ground ? 

-Aloft, with plenty of depth and space, 
the .bird can-soar without fear, but near 
the ground it flaps its wings when alight
ing to reduce its speed and make the 
landing easy. On rising it flaps its 
wings to get the necessary grip of the 
air to enable it to rise. 

Is it True that No Two Snow Crystals 
are Alike? 

The aqueous vapour in the air is 
frozen into crystals of ice, forming 
either hexagonal. plates or six-rayred, 
feathery stars. A number of these 
crystals cling together to form a snow-
flake, and there are many designs among 
these flakes, although they follow 
certain more or less defined forms. I t 
is probable, however, that in all nature 
there are no two objects exactly alike. 

Is the Stem of a Violet Made up of Cells ? 
Yes; there is a tiny network of cells 
like a honeycomb, and the walls arc so 
thin that it looks as though a puff might 
break them. But in proportion to their 
size they are stronger than the walls of 
the toughest boiler. All this, with other 
wonders, is graphically explained in an 
illustrated article called The Stress and 
Strain of a Violet, in My Magazine—the 
C.N. monthly—for May, now lying on 
the bookstalls with this paper. You 
will know it by its Blue Boy cover. 

LARGEST KNOWN 
MOON 

WHERE TO LOOK FOR 
SATURN'S ATTENDANT 

Ringed Planet with Ten 
Satellites 

A WORLD'S ADOPTED CHILD 
By Our Astronomical Correspondoni 

The early part of next week will, give 
us nn opportunity of getting a glimpse 
of Titan, the largest known moon..,: 
• I t is one of -Saturn's retinue of satel

lites, and much the brightest, but: .as its 
brilliance' is between the eighth and 
ninth magnitude a little optical aid will 
be needed. A pair of good field-glasses 
or: an ordinary small hand- telescope, 
should make it just visible, but the 
night, must be very dark and clear. 

The glasses should be rested against 
some support to secure a steady view, 
and the region of the sky to look" at is 
that to the left of Saturn, about 'an 
eighth of the apparent width ' of our 
Moon away. Here a tiny point of light 
may be seen ; this is Titan. ' '•' 

Saturn's Place in the Sky 
Saturn is the brightest of the Orbs 

above and a little to the right of. the 
brilliant Jupiter, easily found in the 
south-east after dusk-. A line drawn 
from Jupiter to overhead will pass a 
little to the left of Saturn". 

Titan is a globe half as wide again as 
our own Moon,' 770,000 miles from 
Saturn, and : just over ' eight hundred 
million miles from us—that is, 3300 
times as far as our Moon—so it is not 
strange that it appears so faint. .It 
revolves around Saturn in '15 -days 22 
hours and _|i minutes. '••'•'' ' 

Saturn has in. all ten moons,' but 
without powerful telescopic aid it is hot 
possible to see any more of; them. 
Mimas, the nearest to Saturn, is only 
3|,ooo miles from the outer ring, which 
it, revolves round in only 22'.hours. It 
is very faint, and estimated to be barely 
600 miles through. 

Four others, Enccladus; Tethys, Dione 
aiid Rhea, come next in order be fore 
Titan, ' the last three being over a 
thousand miles in diameter. •• From all 
of these the night sky must appear very 
glorious," particularly when we remem
ber the proximity of Saturn. 

Planet Seen from Its Moons 
From Dioiie, which is almost as far 

from Saturn as our Moon is from us, the 
great ringed world would appear as an 
enormous globe in the sky, forty times 
the. width that our Moon appears to us ;. • 
while the rings would be seen practically 
edgewise, like a streak of light, a hundred 
times as long as our Moon is wide." 

A still grander spectacle Would be 
seen from Tethys, Fnceladus, and 
Mimas, but from all, including Rhea, 
the. rings would appear always edgewise. 

To Titan and Hyperion, the next two, 
the rings would be presented almost 
edgewise. Hyperion is a small moon 
about 500 miles wide, 900,000 miles 
from Saturn's surface, and takes 21J 
days to go round him ; while Japelus 
takes 79 days 8 hours, and is 2,200.000 
miles from Saturn. 

Little Moon Seen Only Once 
There is clear evidence that this moon 

always turns the same face to Saturn, 
as our Moon does to us, and it is probable 
that the other moons do the same. 

Themis, a tiny little satellite, has only 
been seen once, on a photographic plate. 
Phoebe, the tenth and outermost satellite, 
takes 546 days to go round Saturn, and 
is eight million miles from him. It 
travels very slowly, and, moreover, goes 
round the opposite way to all the others. 

It is a very little world, about 50 
miles wide, and is regarded as an 
adopted moon, that has, as it were, 
been taken while on its flight through 
space and incorporated into Saturn's 
wonderful family. G. F. M. 
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MEN OF THE MIST 
The Exciting Adventures of 
Two Boys Among the Indians 8 

Told by T. C. Bridges, 

the C;N. Storyteller 

CHAPTER 18 

The Last Refuge 

D E L L Y reached the projecting 
. * . rock in safety, but before 
Clem and Billy . could do so the 
snow they were standing on had 
begun to move. Both struggled 
desperately, and for a few moments 
gained upon the slowly sliding sheet. 

Billy, who was just ahead of his 
brother, got to within a yard or so 
of the rock. 

" Give me a hand," he shouted 
to Pelly; but Pelly, clinging with 
both hands to the spike of rock, 
was so slow about it that, before 
Billy could grasp his outstretched 

' hand, the sliding snow had carried 
him out of reach. 

Still he and Clem fought hard to 
reach safety, but all in vain: The 
pace of the snow-slide was increas
ing every moment, and to fight it 
was like trying to climb a treadmill 

• which turns under your weight at 
every step. 

" I t ' s no use, Billy," panted 
Clem. " There's another rock. 
Try for tha t . " He pointed, as he 
spoke, to a second crag which rose 
black against the creeping white 
sheet. I t was lower down than the 
one Pelly had reached, but farther 
away. 

-." Right! " answered Billy curtly, 
and made a fresh dash. 

But the- snow was slipping faster 
and faster. The whole great sheet, 
two hundred yards or more in 
width, was sliding rapidly down
ward, and long before the boys 
could reach the other' place of 
refuge they were carried helplessly 
p a s t i t . -• r• - • 

Billy looked down toward the 
edge of the precipice over which 
the snow was already - pouring 
like a river over a.great fall, and 
his very heart froze as he thought 
of the appalling drop that awaited 
him and Clem. He could hear the 
roar of the avalanche like distant 
thunder. 

Clem slipped and fell, but Billy 
jerked him to his feet again. "-One 

.more try, old chap,": he said' 
hoarsely. " Our only chance is to 
go across, not against it. Look! 
There's one. more rock showing 
below us ! " . 
" Clem merely nodded. He was too 
blown to speak, and holding one an
other's hand he and Billy made a 
last at tempt to save themselves. 
, The snow was rising in waves, 
and the little peak of rock, which 
was all that stood between them 
and a terrible death, was.half hidden 
by the white masses that surged 
over i t . - . 

The roar' of the fall was now 
deafening! I t seemed that half the 
mountain-side was peeling off .and 
dropping into the abyss. Yet Billy 
kept his eyes fixed upon their last 
chance, and somehow he and Clem 
fought their, way across the great 
snowslide toward it. 

They were just above it when 
a snow-wave caught them and 
swept them off their, feet. But it 
did hot break their hold one on the 
other, and next thing they knew 
they had been carried right across 
the rock, one on one side, one on 
the other. . • 

" H o l d o n ! " shrieked Billy, as 
he felt the strain. 

The snow surged over them like 
water. I t seemed to grasp them 
with icy hands and try to drag them 
from their hold. It covered their 
heads and blinded them. The 
weight of it was so great that they 
felt as though their arms were being 
torn from their sockets.' 

Yet, as both knew that to let go 
meant certain death," somehow they 
managed to cling, and after what 
seemed an age, but was really only 
a couple of minutes, the strain 
lessened, and they were able to 
draw themselves up and to get 
hold of the l'sck itself. 

" Never—thought—I—could—do 
it ! " croaked Billy. 

Clem did not answer at once. He 
was looking round. 

The rock which had -saved them 
was within five yards of the edge 
of the precipice ; a sheer drop of 
such a depth that the great trees 
below looked like toys out of a 
child's Noah's Ark. On each side 
of the rock was sheer ice swept 
perfect^- smooth by the rush of the 
avalanche. He shivered. 

" How are we going to get out of 
it ? " he' asked, in a low voice. 

Billy, whistled softly. 
" It 's going to be a job," he 

admitted "Pe l ly hasn't got a 
rope, so I don't know what we'll do . " 

;'''•> : CHAPTER 19 

Freezing Stiff •:'.» 
'.' V/ou bdys all right ? " carne. 

r Pelly's harsh voice from 
above, and . looking up the. slope 
the boj-s saw that he had managed' 
to cross the narrow strip of ice-that 
separated him from the edge of the 
slide, and was standing in safety 
on a ledge beyond.- , •' ". . 

" W e ' r e alive," .replied Clem, 
rather drily. ." But it would be 
stretching it a bit to say we are all 
right. Can you help us off this 
rock ? " 

" Not without a rope," answered 
PeUy. 

" Do you mean you'll have to go 
all the way to camp for one ? " 
asked Billy, sharply. 

" That 's about the size of i t ," 
Pelly replied. 

" Then for mercy's sake be quick 
about it ! " said Billy. " This isn't 
the healthiest place to spend the 
night." 

" Serves you right for not keep
ing , your eyes open growled 
Pelly. " You'd ought to have been 
watching out for the snow moving." 

Clem spoke up, and his" voice was 
sharp. 

" Seeing it was you who started 
it, I don't think you need blame 
us ! " he answered. 
•-Pelly scowled. .-•• 

" You keep a civil tongue in your 
head," he retorted, " or mebbe I'll 
leave you there longer than you 
like ! " : . - • 

. Clem was going to answer back, 
but Billy pinched his arm. 

" Shut up, Clem! No good 
making him in a wax ! " he 
whispered. 
: " I ' l l be back some time ! " said 
Pelly sourly,'and, turning, began to 
climb the mountain, for in order 
to get back to the harbour he had 
to go right round the top of the 
steep, smooth slope where the 
slide had taken place. 

The boys watched him, and it 
was nearly half an hour before he 
was out of sight. 

Clem shivered. " I t ' s horribly 
cold, Billy," he said. 

" It 's not what you'd call warm," 
allowed Billy. "- I've got about five 
pounds' weight of snow, down my 
back, and it's melting slowly." 

Clem shivered again. - , • 
." So have I. My clothes are full 

of it. I say, we're dreadfully near 
the edge.". 

»' Don't look down ! " said Billy, 
sharply.. "." It 's enough to make a 
squirrel giddy ! ". " . 
., The day was. drawing on, and as 

the sun fell lower : the breeze, 
always keen at this height, gained 
a sharper edge. 

Clem's teeth were chattering, 
arid as for Billy, he felt his legs and 
arms were growing numb. ' His hands 
were becoming like lumps of ice, 
and. the unpleasant thought came 
to him that if help did not reach 
them soon they would get so chilled 
that they would be unable to hold 
on to the rope. 

The same thought had evidently 
occurred to Clem, for presently he 

asked : " How long do you think 
Pelly will be, Billy ? " 

" Well, we took three hours to 
climb up here. Even if he hurries 
I don't suppose he can be back in 
less than four or five hours." 

CleVn looked straight in his 
brother's eyes. 

" Then it won't be much use to 
us, Billy," he answered quietly. 

Keep your tail up, old man," 
said Billy. 

" I 'm not particularly scared, if 
that 's what you mean," Clem an
swered. " I mean I 'm not afraid of 
dying. All the same i t seems rather 
rough to be wiped out just as we 
are beginning to enjoy life." 

Billy looked at the ice. 
" I wonder if we could cut steps," 

he suggested. 
" Y e s , if we had an axe," an

swered Clem. 
" I've got my big clasp knife," 

said Billy. . - . . - . -
" You'd never do it with that, 

old chap," Clem told him,' 
".Then-I'll tell you what wc will 

do, Clem," said Billy. '.' We'll cut 
a hole big enough to hold us and 
keep us from slipping. ' The work 
will keep us warm, too." 

Both got out their knives and 
set to work... -,-.'. 

I t was a slow job, for each could 
only use one hand. "With the other 
he had to hold on to the. rock. 
Still, the hole grew slowly, and, as 
Billy had said, the work kept them 
from freezing. 

Each bit of ice, as they cut it 
away, slid rustling down the'steep 
slope, and dropped over the tre
mendous cliff beyond. And all the 
time the shadows were lengthening, 
and the .wind, which came down 
from the great snowfields above, 
grew colder and colder. 

They had made a hole more than 
a foot deep and big enough to hold 
them both when suddenly a loud 
shout echoed across the mountain
side, making them both start. 

They looked up and saw two 
men coming rapidly across the 
snow toward them. 

Billy gave a yell of delight. 
" It 's B a r t ! Bart and Ahkim ! " 
" We're all right, B a r t ! " he 

shouted at the pitch of his voice. 
" Have you got a rope ? " x 

" I've got a rope," answered Bart. 
" Hang on till we come across." 

CHAPTER 20 
The Truth About Pelly 

D A R T was always better at .doing 
.*-* things than talking about 
them, and in an astonishingly short 
time he was round the head of the 
slide and on the "side of it closest to 
the boys. 

The rope whizzed through the 
air, and at the first cast dropped 
clean across the rock! 
. Billy caught it. 

THE 
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" Y o u first, Clem," he said; and' 
'though Clem protested, Billy stuck 
to it. ' 

Clem was hauled across the 
smooth ice in a twinkling, then 
came Billy's turn, and in a very 
short time both were safe on the 
rocks beyond the slide. 

The first thing Bart did was to 
examine their fingers and ears: 

" Mighty good job neither of 
you's froze," he remarked in his 
curt way. " How did ye come to 
get in such a fix ? " 

" Didn't Pelly tell 5'ou ? " asked 
Billy quickly. 

;-." Pelly! . I ain't seen him," was 
the astonishing answer. -

" Surely you met him on your 
way up ? " exclaimed Billy: " He 
went to fetch a rope." , . 

" Mebbe he did, but we didn't 
see him. I brought the rope because 
no one but a born idiot or a tender
foot would come a-climbing up in. a 
place like this without one." 

Billy felt snubbed, and stayed 
quiet. 

" Y o u ain't told me how you got 
here yet," continued Bart. 

Clem explained, and Bart's square 
face hardened as he listened. 
• " You mean to say as Pelly was 

iii the middle of this here snow 
slope when he shot a t the sheep ? " 
he demanded. 

Clem said that was the fact. 
, " Then he must be plumb crazy," 
retorted Bart. " I reckon I'm a-
going to tell him so when : I sees 
him. .But come on. It 's getting 
late, and we've a long way to go." 

I t was a long way, and the boys 
were pretty tired before they came 
in sight of the cannery. 

They were also much puzzled 
because they had seen nothing of 
Pelly on the way. Reaching the 
house, Bart flung open the door 
and marched into the living-room, 
where Joe Western was sitting 
waiting for supper.- • • ' -

" Joe, where's Pelly ? " de
manded Bart. - i .;,--

" I ain't seen him, Bart," ..'Joe 
answered. ' . - - . ' " • ' ' 

Bart 's lips tightened, and, turning, 
he went straight out of the house 
and hurried down: to the wharf. 
He was back inside a couple of 
minutes. 

" I thought as much," he said 
grimly. " He's gone ! " 

" Gone ? " repeated Joe. 
" Ay, him and his Injuns. They've 

taken their canoe, and I reckon 
gone right up the river." 

Clem and Billy simply stared. 
" But he went for a rope, Bar t ," 

Billy managed to get out. 'i. Surely 
you don't mean that he would 
have gone away and left us to 
freeze. to death on that ledge ? 
Why, it would have been murder! " 

Bart shook his head slowly. 
.-' " I ain't going to accuse any man 
of a thing like that ," , he said. 
"Likely, he may have seen me and 
Ahkim a-going up the hill to look 
for you boys, and so knew it was all 
right. I hope he did." He paused, 
and his expression grew grimmer 
than ever. " But I'll tell you boys 
now that Ed Pelly's a bad one." 

Billy's eyes widened. \ ' ' 
„ " How do you mean, Bart ?'" he 
asked. 
- " I mean he's a friend o' Gurney 

and Craze, and that he's been acting 
as spy for them." . 
;..'.'.How. do you know t h a t ? " 

questioned Clem. 
" Ahkim told me. Seems he saw 

Pelly up a t Juneau last year along 
with the two. So far as I can judge 
they got word to him off ' the 
steamer to come down and try to 
go along with us, him leaving a 
trail so they could follow." 

" T h e n why didn't he go along 
with you ? " put in Joe Western. 

" Because I wasn't for it. I never 
did cotton to him, and last night, 
when he put it to me to come along, 
I turned him down." 
"•• The two boys' looked at one 

another. Both had a sudden, chill, 
uncomfortable feeling. They had 
begun to guess that there was more 
behind this expedition ' of theirs 
than they had hitherto realised. 

TO BE CONTINUED 

Five-Minute Story 

The Croaker 
•ynF. violet and the daffodil 

have been to see us all 
again, and good it'• was t o see 
t hem peeping u p above the 
ear th . A little while before they 
were b o t h below the ground 
together. I t was very da rk and 
gloomy down there, and one da} ' 
t he violet said to the daffodil: 

" I have heard i t said t h a t 
there is another world j ust above 
ns, qui te near, w h e r e things are 
very different ; t h a t there are 
light and air and fresh breezes, 
and a wonderful th ing called t he 
sun, which makes all t he flowers 
glad wi th his w a r m t h and br ight 
wi th his l ight—and birds t h a t 
fly in t h e a i r . " 

" Oh, nonsense ! " said t he 
daffodil. " W h y , every well-
educated flower knows there is 
no th ing you c a n ' t ' see. Didn ' t 
you hear t he learned Professor 
Crocus say t h a t they were only 
silly legends, and t h a t i t is now 
finally proved t h a t there is no 
world b u t this d a m p , da rk ear th 
in which we live ? " . • • ' • ' 

" W e l l , " said the violet, " I 
a m sorry, b u t somehow I feel 
t h a t it is t rue all the same ." 

Two weeks la ter t he daffodil 
pushed his head .up th rough the 
ground. " Oh ! " he said. 

" Ah ! " said a voice he knew. 
And he tu rned his head, and 
there was t he violet, looking 
very whi te wi th exci tement . 
" Oh, look ! " t he violet went on-
" Here is old Professor Crocus ! " 

" Yes , " said the Professor, 
who heard t h e m talking, " i t 
is ra ther a shock, isn ' t it ? B u t 
I suppose i t mus t h a v e been 
something to do wi th m y name. 
If t hey give a m a n a n a m e like 
Crocus, na tu ra l ly they expect 
h im to croak. B u t wha t a place 
this is ! D i d n ' t somebody we 
used to smile a t down there once 
say something like this : ' E y e 
h a t h no t seen . . .' ne i ther 
h a t h i t entered in to t he hea r t t o 
conceive t he glory . , . . ' ? I t 
is all more t h a n t r u e . " • 

T h e flowers were so delighted 
t h a t t hey t hough t they had got 
t o heaven. B u t they h a d n ' t . 
They h a d only jus t begun to, 
unders tand ear th . The fact is 
t hey were living in two worlds ; 
t hey belonged to two worlds— 
a world down below in which 
their roots were fixed, a n d a 
world higher u p in which they 
laughed and danced and sang. 

And really, if they h a d only 
known it, t he world above 
reached down to t hem in the 
darkness while they lived below-. 
The sweet rain of t he upper 
places came down to them, and 
the w a r m t h of t he sun reached 
them, and the light did all sorts 
of wonderful th ings wi th t he soil. 

- And so i t is wi th us. Our 
roots are here. The old world 
feeds us and clothes us, and i t is , 
r a the r a dear old world, really. 
B u t the higher world reaches 
down to us, and there are pa r t s of 
us t h a t belong al together t o t he 
higher world, and , like t he daffo
dil and the violet', cannot live 
properly wi thout the winds of 
heaven and the sunshine of God. 
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& 3 ^he Sun Will Soever Forget to "Rise & 

. DF MERRYMAN 
A MEAN man, seeing a medical 

friend and hoping" to get 
information for nothing, asked what 
he-should take for a certain com
plaint. , 

sharply replied the 
was giving nothing 

" Advice,' 
doctor, who 
away. 

• • • 0 -0 0 
A Will Without a Way 

A GRUMPY old teacher one day 
• Went out in the playground 

to play,. 7 -
But he simply stood still, 
And sighed," Though I've thewill, 

I'm afraid I've forgotten the way." 
" ' a a ' • E 

The Zoo That Never Was . 

The Wuzzlerus 
\\Tt. are not all as. horrible. 

Thank goodness! as we look, 
Bat once I met a Wuzzlerus, 

And, I confess, I shook ! 
0 ' E" ' B 

Is Your Name Pitt ? 
'["»c name means a pit in the 

• familiar sense, and no doubt 
it became the surname of a man or 
family that once lived near a pit of 
some kind—a clay pit, a bear pit, 
or some other variety. The pit 
occurs in various other surnames. 
Burpitt means bear pit, the place 
where bears were baited. Bullpit 
is obvious, and Lampet is loam pit. 

0 0 0 
W'IIY is a spider a good corre

spondent ? 
• Because she drops a line at almost 
every post. 

0 . 0 . 0 
Joan's Alphabet Problem 

" CAN y ° u write a sentence that 
contains all the letters of the 

alphabet ? " Joan asked her brother 
Alan". 

" Oh, that's easy ! " replied Alan. 
" Well, just see if you can write 

a sentence of only thirty-one letters 
that contains them all", as 1 have 
done," said Joan. 

"You may use one surname, one 
Christian name, and any recognised 
abbreviation you 'wish," she con
tinued, •" but the whole, sentence 
must not consist of more than 
thirty-one letters." 

Alan tried, and found the. task to 
be not so easy as he had expected. 

What was the sentence Joan had 
Written ? Solution next week 

A Disappearing Trick 
THERE once was an old organ-

grinder 
Who had a pet tiger, none kinder: 

One day in a gale 
She clung to his tail, 

Sincewhennooneevercouldfindher. 
0 0 0 ' -

\ynY is the letter A like twelve 
o'clock ? 

Because it is in the middle ofclay. 
.0 0 0 . 
A Libel on Daddie 

DIscnSSiNG the things boys like" 
'to'read, a Welsh bov'writes 

to the" Daily Mail that "We 
nearly always have a squabble who' 
shall read the Children's Newspaper 
first, but Daddie sometimes collars 
it. before either of us." ' • , 

This moves a much-esteemed 
reader at Fareham to send us this 
libel on-daddies : • 

Boy, sent to the butcher for two 
pounds of steak : " And please we' 
want it tough." 

' Butcher : " Tough ! Why, every 
lady wants it tender ! " 
. ' B o y : ; " Yes; but when it is 
tender, Daddie eats it all." 

' 0 . 0 0 
W H E N . i s a ship like an artist ? 

When she shows her colours. , 
0 - 0 0 

What Is This ? 
]\JY whole is what all buyers ask, 

Behead me, then I'm a grain. ' 
To make me warm is quite a task-

When'I'm beheaded again. 
Solution next week 

. 0 0 0 
And They Did ! 

1"HE Brothers Bunny, singing: " So 
the best of friends must part, 

must part." 
.-•- -0 0 0 ." 

ANSWERS TO LAST WEEK'S PUZZLES 
The Problem of the Horse 

The price of the. twenty-fourth 
nail would be 8,388,608 farthings, so 
the price, asked for the horse was 
£8738 2s.'8d., which the man could 
not afford to pay. 

What Am I? Disc—red—it 7 
. .... What is Wrong? 

The tusks should grow from the 
upper jaw. - -• 

" Who Was He ? 
The Great Merchant was Sir Thomas 

Gresham. 

Puzzles That Answer Themselves 

Jacko Recovers 
/ ^ \ X E day, not long after Jacko's adventures on the canal, 
^-^ his Sister Belinda burst in upbn them all in a great 
state of excitement. 

" What do you think ? " she began eagerly. " We're goings 
to have a house of our own ! " 

Mother Jacko held up her hands in surprise. 
" W e ' v e got to leave the cottage in June ," Belinda explained, 

" and my Joe says it 's, no-use getting grey looking for another, 
so we're going to build...". - -

" H a v e you come into a f o r t u n e ? " asked Father Jacko 
sarcastically. He was wondering if his son-in-law had taken 
leave of his senses. . , •. , . 7 

" N o , indeed," replied Belinda. " H e ' s going to build it. 

Draw a line Irom dot number one in order to dot number 17, and you will see what 
- the people on the jetty are looking at 

" Gas main '. " bellowed Jacko 

himself. He's got two friends in the building line, and they're 
going to help him." 

Father Jacko grunted. He thought it a crazy plan. 
But Jacko was as excited as Belinda. 
" Coo ! " he cried. " Building a house ! That 's a job that 

will suit me ; I'll help." 
Belinda laughed at tha t / and , when her mother asked whether; 

they had decided where they were to build, she said : 
" Not yet, but we've got our eye on two or three nice little 

spots. We're going to look at one this afternoon." 
" Good egg ! " said Jacko, " I'll go with you." 
So, when she went back presently to fetch her husband, 

Jacko went too. 
Jacko had no idea that there were so many things .to. consider 

when you were choosing a. building site. When he saw the 
little narrow strip of land leading down to the river he pro
nounced it " top-hole " a t once. 

But Belinda was having a heated argument with the owner 
about the soil and a dozen other things, and Jacko got tired 
of listening. - . 

What made it worse was the fact that the old man was a 
bit deaf, and Belinda had to repeat nearly every- question 
she asked before he understood. 

" How near is the gas main ? " shou ted Belinda. ' 
The old man shook his head. 
" The dustman ? ' ' he said. • " In a little country place like 

this you couldn't expect it. We bury our rubbish down here." 
" Help ! " muttered Jacko, and, pulling out a little trumpet, 

he flourished it in the old" man's face," and shouted, " G a s 
ma in ! Gas main ! Gas main ! " ' 

Unfortunately, tha t put an end to the interview. The old 
man was so startled and so indignant that he declined to say 
another word to them. 

j I t was a bitter blow to Belinda, but the old man had evidently 
'made up his mind that such a dreadful boy would make a very 
unpleasant - neighbour, and, though Belinda tried to explain 
that he lived a considerable way off it was all in vain. 

" You're a little wretch ! " declared Belinda savagely, as 
' they went home. " It was the nicest spot of the lot ! " 

Those Who Come and 
Those Who Go 

How many people are born in your 
town and how many die?' Here are 
the figures for five weeks in 12 towns. 

• TOWN BIRTHS DEATHS 
1922 1921 

London 
Glasgow _ _ 
Manchester 1664 
Belfast ..1088 

9435-.9827 
3036..2898 

1616 

1922 1921 
.'6544.-5889 
.1861..1925 

Dublin 
Edinburgh. 
Hull . . . 
Portsmouth 
Leicester . 
Swansea . 
Coventry ., 
Swindon . 

1036. 
893. 
742. 
499. 
442. 
384. 
260. 
106. 

.1114. 

.1017. 
• 913. 
. 6SS. 
. 583. 
. 479. 
. 3S7-
. 300. 
. 118. 

.4146. 
744. 
905'. 
662-. 
399-
288. 
284. 
199-
156. 
74. 

1045 
713 
732 
717 
447 
266 
404 
210-
139 
55 

The five weeks are up to April 1,1922 

Ici on Parle Fran^ais 

La plume Le gui Le revenant 
L'oiseau est couvert de plumes 
Le gui est une plante parasite 
Brrr! j'ai peur des re'venants ! 

Le buffet Le lis Un uniforms 
Qu'y. a-t-il de bon dans le buffet ? 
Le lis est 1'embleme de la purete 
Le soldat porte un be! unifonne 

Tales Before Bedtime 

Posies 
\TnssA was busy gathering 
* ̂  wild flowers. 

The woods were, full of them. 
There were bluebells and star-

i eyed anemones and violets, 
I too ," if you had the patience 

to. hunt-for them. .- , >. 
- Nessa gathered a great arm

ful, and was so busy arranging 
them that she forgot every
thing else. \ , 7 

When she had used up all 
she had, she went back for 
more, arid it was not till some 
time after that she remembered 
her basket of eggs. 

She looked round, and gave 
a cry of dismay. The basket 
had gone !... . 

She knew exactly where she 
had left it. Someone—a tramp, , 
perhaps—had seen it while she 
had been in the wood and 
carried it off, . . 

She hunted and hunted, but 
there was -no sign of it any
where. 

The tears came into her eyes. 
The eggs had been for Grannie, 
for poor Grannie who wasn't 
well! What would her mother 
say ? 

"Dear ,dea r ! ' Tears? "cried 
a cheery voice suddenly. , 

Nessa looked up, and saw 
a man mounted on a beautiful 
chestnut horse. He was the 
squire.' 

" What ' s the matter ? " he 
asked, smiling down on her. 

Nessa told him. 
" Dear, dear! " he said again 

when he had heard all about it. 
" That ' s bad ! But cheer up ! 

Nessa was busy arranging them 

Come along with me ; we'll see 
what we can find at the 
Lodge." , 7 

He bent dow.ny caught Nessa 
up in his strong arms, and 
swung her up before him on his 
horse, and away they went. 

Half an hour later a very 
excited little girl hurried into 
Grannie's cottage with such a 
heavy basket in her arms that 
she could only just 'manage it. 
I t was not only, eggs that they 
had found at the Lodge, but 
butter, too, and a tiny jar of 
delicious cream. 

.Grannie was delighted, and 
so was Nessa. '.' 

" I ' m glad that old t ramp 
came along," declared Nessa, 
when she had told her story, 
" for i t 's the loveliest basket 
I 've ever brought you ! " 
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The Children's Newspaper grew out of My Maga
zine, the monthly the whole world loves. My 
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WAR ON INSECTS -THE V.C. ENGINE . STONEHENGE FROM THE AIR 

* » - \ 

*. • 

War oh the Insects—The fruit trees in our orchards are now being sprayed with chemicals 
to destroy the insects which are waiting to attack the fruit, and this photograph, taken in 
a Kent orchard, shows the. liquid being pumped through the pipes by an engine 

The V.C. Engine—The London & IMorth-Western Railway Company has devised a hovel 
way of commemorating its'war heroes. Three engines have been named after employees 
who gained the Victoria Cross;' and here we see an engine receiving its new name-plate 

A New Antelope for the Zoo—One of the Abbott's 
duikers presented to the London Zoo. See page 5 

Baby's Motor-Car—This Ingenious "pramotor," 
invented by Mr. William Dunkley, of Birmingham, 
is likely to be a familiar sight in quiet roads and 
country lanes one day. The pace is quite gentle 

Efficiency in Japan—Japan is noted for its efficiency, and even in out-of-the-
way parts the people are eleventh devising the best ways of doing things. Here 
is a striking example, the wood-cutter having found out how to roll his logs 
home with the least amount of trouble and without the need of using a barrow 

A Street Bank in Berlin—Business premises are 
so hard to find in Berlin that a firm of German 
bankers has built this kio3k in the street. It 
seems a very frail structure to be used as a bank 

" i j 

Concerts by Wireless—The Marconi apparatus at Writtle, near Chelmsford, that sends out the 
wireless concerts now being heard all over England by those with Instruments. See page 7 

Stonehenge from the Air—This fine photograph of Stonehenge, taken from an aeroplane, 
clearly shows the majestic architecture of this relic of the days before history was written 

The Children's Newspaper is printed and published every Friday by the proprietors, the Amalgamated Press. Ltd., The Fleetway House, Farringdon St.,London: E.C. 4. It is registered as a newspaper and for tro 
Canadian post. I t can be ordered (with My Magazine) from these agents : Canada, Imperial News Company; Australasia, Gordon and Goteh; South Africa, Central News Agency ; India. A. II. Wh 
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